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N E W S

Eric Kalén goes all

smooth and elegant again

letter from the editor

Smoo t h Ope rat o r s

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

Stockholm, Sweden - After a few years of designing fun and simple quality toys the creator
of the luxury vibrator Eric Kalén has gone upscale and elegant again. The new Smooth Operators by Eric Kalén, named ‘The Philippe Starck of sex-toys’ by Elle France are hitting the
markets now.

Last month, Swedish chemicals
agency KEMI published a report
regarding legal and illegal chemicals in sex toys. We had already shone a spotlight on their
study in EAN. The good news:
The adult industry has done its
homework. There were certain
points of criticism the examiners
addressed, but only one product
actually failed the test - to be taken off the market thereafter. This
is much better than the results
in comparable product categories. The situation couldn’t be
more different from ten years
ago, when a Greenpeace study
found high concentrations of
harmful phthalates in sex toys.
And this is (obviously) a great
development.
So far, there have been no guidelines and regulations in Europe
that are designed specifically for
sex toys, and it doesn’t look as
if such rules were necessary. The
industry has amassed a lot of
trust over the course of the past
years, and it seems determined
to hold itself to these standards
as we move forward. Manufacturers and trade members
who would risk the health of their
customers don’t just harm the
consumers, they also cast a
poor light on the entire industry.
By the way, KEMI also stated
possible reasons for the good
performance of vibrators and dildos in their test, chief among
them that the big producers and
distributors made sure all relevant guidelines were met. This
is not to say that smaller producers can’t do the same, but it
shows the traditional structure
within the market – the chain of
producer, wholesaler, and retailer
– also serves to protect the consumers.

T

he Smooth
contemporary and
Operators –
modern take on the
Classy, Choosy and
design and function.
Snazzy – are highThe market has
end vibrators. All
changed and I know
three are Micro
much more now. I
USB- rechargeable,
‘ve taken 15 years
Simple functions
experience of desigand easy to operate,
ning, developing and
The Smooth Operators are available now from:
motors and an
manufacturing
Basic Instinct, Bioconcept Baltics OU and Eropartner
attractive packasex-toys making the
ging. Made in the signature soft Tickler
Smooth Operators to perfection and the best
silicone. Classy is a classic vibrator with two
products I ‘ve ever made. I ‘ve built in what I
strong motors that can operate individually or
‘ve learnt from the retailers and customers
in combination create a pulsating sensation.
feedback over all these years. Only working
The top has a built in flex and can bend. The
with the best components, using the most
charging point is hidden in the base keeping
powerful and strongest motors avaliable but
the product hygenic and water-proof. Classy
still super quiet. The soft and safe silicone we
comes in a lavender colour. Choosy is a
use are of the highest quality. The products
G-Spot vibrator with a bend and a shaped
have a unique flex in the top that differs them
top. The silicone top is flexible to hit the spot.
from other products on the market and is a
It comes with one motor in the top as well as
important feature for a better function. The
one in the middle. Choosy shares the same
way to charge is universal and more
base as Classy and the charging point is
environmentally friendly as it is a simple Micro
hidden in the base keeping the product
USB-cable, no special charger involved. The
hygenic and water-proof. Snazzy is a clitoral
environmental aspect is very important to
vibrator with two soft lips designed to cover
me, the packing contains no plastic inlays or
and hug the clitoris. The flex in the lips gives
unnecessary things but still looks fabulous.
control over pressure and position.
But the most important for me has been to
Ergonomically designed with the buttons on
be able to make these luxury products at a
the front makes Snazzy easy to operate, it
price-point that is reasonable for the
comes with four pulsations. Recommended
end-consumer and still be able to offer
retail price: Snazzy €99, Choosy & Classy
retailers a good margin. I think somewhere
€119. Eric says: “It is a strange and exciting
the market lost itself on the quality versus
feeling to launch the Smooth Operators. For
pricing issue and a lot of customers and
me it has been a journey and these are
retailers have been hurt, I hope the Smooth
products that in a way takes me back to
Operators will help with this as well. So
where I first started but now with a more
please check them out!”
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That's it for this month!
Randolph Heil
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Coming full circle, Eric Kalén presents
the Smooth Operators, a product line
that takes him back to his roots in the
segment for luxury vibrators.
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Paula Aguiar is president of the Brazilian
association of the erotic market. EAN
interviewed her to learn about the
strengths of the Brazilian industry.

Hot Octopuss have achieved global
success with the PULSE line. We
spoke with April Lampert, the new
face in the ranks of the British brand.
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60
Le Wand is the latest
creation from Alicia
Sinclair. In our
interview, she explains
why elegance played
such an important role
in the development
process.
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110
Robert Rheaume presents the
new Sir Richard’s Command
collection – a line of
high-quality BDSM products.
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100
Following sexual wellness and sexual
health, is penis fitness the next big
thing? Klaus Pedersen sees a new
trend emerging for the adult trade.

Durex remain true to their strategy of
being wherever their target audience
is shopping, as we learn in our
conversation with Jürgen Heyer.
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Premature ejaculation is one of the
sexual problems among men.
Stephen De Pretre has come up with
a medical solution: Promescent.
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Interview:
Alicia Sinclair (Le Wand)

All GODEMICHE products are made by
hand, and that also goes for their new
collection of sparkly dildos. Adam Breedon
tells us about the brand’s philosophy.

Interview:
Michael Harrison (Bathmate)
EAN and Jelle
Plantenga discuss
one of the most
popular topics in the
industry right now:
brands and their role
in the adult market.
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Developers control

vibrator using brain waves
L o v e n s e L u sh
Paris, France - Application program interface (API) artist Aurélien Fache and Gille de
Bast, an artist who works with on brain-computer interfaces (BCI), with Stephen des
Aulnois (founder of Le Tag Parfait magazine) successfully controlled a Lovense Lush
vibrator using only brain waves.

„
Three French artists successfully
controlled a Lovense Lush vibrator
using only brain waves

“The idea came when we were trying to
find new applications for connected sex toys
on webcam websites, where Lovense sex toys
can vibrate when viewers tip – they made
software for this. Starting from that idea, and
with access to the sex toy’s API, we were able
to connect it, for instance, on Twitter hashtags
or control it with the brain through a BrainComputer Interface,” said Des Aulnois. They
presented three experiments. First, a demonstration by Stephen des Aulnois, where he used
three electrodes to measure brain activity,
heartbeat, and electrical activity of the neurons
from the visual cortex behind the left hemisphere of the brain. He was able to control
the app through the BCI in different levels of
intensity: the more he concentrated, the

stronger the vibrations. Second, after further
changes to Lovense API, they connected to
twitter and invited netizens to control her toy
using various hashtags. The live stream on Periscope attracted over 40,000 people. The third
was labeled as “In Bed With Thomas Pesquet”,
where Fache made Lovense Lush vibrate
whenever the International Space Station passed over France.“Aurélien, Gille and Stephen
have done a great job showcasing what is possible with our API- love their creativity!” wrote
Eddy Olivares, Marketing Director of Lovense.
“We are looking forward to working with other
companies and developers to continue to push
innovation in the sex toy industry. If anyone is
interested in getting access to our API, please
contact us at developers@lovense.com.”

‘Glossy Games' from the Fetish Collection
Flensburg, Germany - The 'Glossy Games'
set from ORION Wholesale´s Fetish
Collection is now available and is perfect for
people who love sexy slippery fun. The set
contains an inflatable black vinyl sheet
(140x200) with a border and a litre of 'Just
Glide' water-based lubricant.
The inflatable black vinyl sheet makes
slippery moments of pleasure possible,
whether it is placed on top of a
mattress at home or a hotel bed
on holiday. The sheet protects
any kind of surface against
stains, which means that a
couple can have an erotic wrestling
match. The comfortable sheet´s large,

The 'Glossy Games' set is
delivered in a high-quality
cardboard box with a description
of the product in nine languages
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sturdy border will also make sure that
nobody slides off – even in exciting and
slippery situations. The included water-based
lubricant (1l) provides very intense, slippery
pleasure and helps a couple slide from one
moment of ecstasy to another. It stands out
from the rest because of its high-quality,
100% vegan formula 'made in Germany'. It is
also free from oil and grease, safe to use with
latex condoms and above all provides longlasting lubrication. The vinyl sheet can´t be
washed in the washing machine, however
any residue on the sheet can still be removed
really easily thanks to its durable surface:
fluids, creams, lubricants and oils can be
wiped off in the blink of an eye.
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LELO HEX condom wins iF DESIGN AWARD 2017
The fut ure o f se x
Stockholm, Sweden - LELO announced it had been awarded the prestigious iF DESIGN AWARD in the category of healthcare.
It represents a massive boost for the already popular new HEX condom, and a prestigious addition to a recent run of
mainstream awards.

T

he iF DESIGN AWARD is one of the design industry’s oldest, with a heritage dating back over 60
years. HEX was chosen from amongst 5,500 candidates across 59 countries, and impressed a jury of 58
industry experts sufficiently to give it the top spot in its
sector. The coveted prize is a testament to the condom’s brilliantly innovative design, combining thinness
and strength through a network of interconnected cells.
HEX’s award cabinet is been swelling recently, with
urther prestigious wins across Europe – particularly in
Italy and a major French one. No stranger to major

mainstream awards, LELO has previously grabbed
winning spots at the Red Dot Design Award and the globally famous Cannes Lions. LELO CMO Steve Thomson
says: “Fantastic news once again for LELO and the HEX
condom! This is the perfect way to show how the seven
years of hard work we invested in HEX was absolutely
validated. The demand for these condoms is growing –
we’ve already started selling out in same places in the
US! – and that demand is being reflected in the critical
reception. We couldn’t be happier that we’ve done what
we set out to do: make a difference.”
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B Swish introduces the new Bgee Classic Plus
G-spo t m assag e r
Los Angeles, USA - B Swish enhanced its g-spot massager, the Bgee Classic, with a broader head and stronger motor thus
accommodating more body types with the new Bgee Classic Plus.

I

t utilizes the same body-friendly
PU coated ABS plastic
materials, waterproof engineering,
5-functions and intuitive
backlight controls as its Bgee
Classic counterpart. Barney,
B Swish’s in-house educator
explains, “More than ever before,
B Swish is focusing on feedback
and listening to our customers to
ultimately create products catered to

every unique body. We believe this, combined
with B Swish’s philosophy of offering
fashionable, body-friendly items at an
affordable price will appeal to all. The new
Bgee Classic Plus is a prime example and a
hint of many more great things to come!” The
Bgee Classic Plus has a MAP of $29.99 and as
a member of B Swish’s Classic Line of personal
massagers arrives in sleek packaging with travel
pouch and is available in 3 colors, including
Raspberry, Powder Pink and Black.

N E W S

Kama Sutra explains the strengths of its

RHYTHM collection
Po w e r, e l e ga nce, ro ma nce a nd qua lity

Wijchen, The Netherlands - To step up their game Kama Sutra –
a brand with over 45 years of experience in body products –
choose to expand its collection with intimate massagers.

T

The full RHYTHM collection can be
found at www.kamasutra-europe.com

he brand took a holistic view on what’s needed to enhance a more
intimate and passionate lifestyle and released the RHYTHM
collection last year. In a press release, the company explained the
four principles behind the collection as power, elegance, romance and
quality: “Power, RHYTHM utilizes the most powerful motors available.
It difference must be felt, it brings an experience of deep rhythmic
rumble. Elegance, RHYTHM’s one-of-a-kind designs are classy, sophisticated and unique. Made not only to perform but also to enhance the
mood. Romance, RHYTHM’s exciting LED Lights provide a soft, romantic glow. Each vibration features its own colour, making it easy to
find the perfect RHYTHM. Quality, RHYTHM is made with ultra-soft,
premium silicone for the ultimate in comfort.”

SWAN Squeeze
from BMS Factory
Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale has
expanded its assortment of SWAN products from
BMS Factory. The new SWAN Squeeze vibrators
'Kiss', 'Curve' and 'Hug' are now available from the
The new SWAN
erotic specialist. The high-quality vibrators are amazing
Squeeze vibrators
because they have the revolutionary 'Squeeze-Me
'Kiss', 'Curve' and
'Hug' are now
technology, which means that the body can control the
available from
quiet vibrations just by squeezing. The vibrations of the
ORION Wholesale
velvety smooth vibrators can be intensified, either by
using hands or thighs to apply pressure or by tensing the vagina. This
means that it can be used for training the pelvic floor muscles as well as
providing pleasure: the harder the vibrator is squeezed, the more
intense the pleasure and training programme is. Their handy size means
that they can be used on-the-go for spontaneous fun as well. However,
that is not the only thing that these non-slip vibrators have to offer
because their intuitive 'Mimic Mode' means that it is also possible to
create personalised vibration patterns. The three new SWAN vibrators
are made out of skin-friendly silicone and are available in pink and
turquoise. They are waterproof and rechargeable.
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Screaming O equips new ‘Charged Positive’
vibe with strongest rumbling motor available
Ne w com pac t r e c harg ea bl e m a s s a ge r p o w e r e d by 2 0 f u n ctio ns o f intense rumbling vibra tio n
Los Angeles, USA – Screaming O has equipped its new Charged Positive massager with the strongest motor available for its
compact shape, providing users with 20 functions of intense rumbling vibration that rivals the market leaders.

B

uilt from scratch, Charged Positive features
custom-modified components for superior
functionality and reliable charging capabilities,
bringing retailers a modern and affordable source of
the most intense stimulation available. Charged
Positive features the most power ever to come from
Screaming O, boasting penetrating vibration that
rivals the industry’s strongest (and some of its largest) massagers. Charged Positive packs deep,
rumbling sensations into a conveniently portable
shape to set a new standard for this lucrative product
category. And to top it off, Charged Positive and its 20
powerful functions are available for less than $60 MSRP.
“This larger bullet-shaped massager boasts enough
power to satisfy even the most selective sex toy user
and delivers it with a deep rumble that beats traditional
buzzy vibrators,” Screaming O Account Executive
Conde Aumann said. “Charged Positive powers up with
a sturdy and reliable plug, rather than a clumsy magnet,
and even comes with a convenient charge stand that

Charged Positive
features custommodified components
for superior functionality
and reliable charging
capabilities

doubles as a finger holster for a more
comfortable no-slip grip. We kept the
small – but significant – details in mind
when we built the Charged Positive and
the end result (and its price point) has
clearly made an impression.” Charged
Positive is made of lab-tested body-safe
ABS with a soft PU coat and is 100%
waterproof. The massager offers 60
minutes of vibration on a full charge and
is packaged with a USB charge cable and matching
charge stand included. And as with all items in the
Charged line, Positive comes with a 2-year limited
warranty and personalized customer service. “Charged
Positive makes it easy to maximize profits with
competitive pricing that makes superior body-safe
rechargeable sex toys accessible to even more shoppers,” Conde said. “Charged Positive is by far the smarter, more affordable option for buyers seeking intensely
penetrating vibration in a sleek and compact shape.”

The Master & Slave kit by Tease and Please
Almere, The Netherlands - The Master & Slave kit by
Tease and Please is the ultimate way to discover
BDSM preferences in a playful way; as this game
invites lovers to surrender their thoughts and open up
to their partners about intimate desires. The unique
game allows fantasies to become a reality and
encourages consumers to take control, or hand it
over. This new item in the Tease and Please assortment is now ready to order at Scala Playhouse. The
kit includes 24 assignment cards and all the BDSM
accessories you need: a whip, a mouth gag, a
paddle, an eye mask, a collar, a tickling feather, wrist
cuffs, ankle cuffs, a hog tie, bondage ropes and a
belt. The assignments are surprising, challenging,
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and most of all; naughty and
pleasurable. This game teases the
senses and indulges players with
tantalizing scenarios. To make the
game accessible to a wide audience,
the assignments are listed in 5
different languages (English,
Spanish, French, German and Dutch); meaning this
game is truly multi-lingual. If consumers want to explore their inner BDSM desires in a non-intimidating,
fun and safe way: the Master & Slave Kit is simply a
must-have. The kit is available in three colors (with all
the BDSM essentials themed according to the color
of the kit): Tiger, Tiger Pink and Tiger Purple.

N E W S

NBC’s Access Hollywood features oﬃcial
Fiy Shades Darker Pleasure Collection
M e d i a c o v e ra ge
Bath, England - The Fifty
Shades Darker official sex toy
range has been featured on
major US TV Station NBC
in the US, on popular
mainstream show Access
Hollywood.

W

ith an audience of over 5
million, the segment was
hosted by Dana B. Myers founder of Booty Parlor and an
on-camera expert who discusses
sex, relationships and sensual
products. The segment featured

the No Bounds Spreader
Bar, the His Rules
Bondage Bow Tie, the
Anastasia and Secret
Prince Masquerade Masks
and the No Bounds Ankle
Cuffs. Presenter Kit
Hoover wears the Secret
Prince Masquerade Mask
while Dana comments:
"The fun thing about
The Fifty Shades Darker official sex toy range has been featured on US TV
masks is they allow you to
assume different roles in the bedroom and even be a different person in the bedroom. That helps to
release your inhibitions and really cut loose.” Commenting on the Fifty Shades of Grey phenomenon,
Dana said: "The key is to break-out of your routine if you want to keep your relationship fresh and
exciting. I think Fifty Shades and that whole phenomenon has given people
permission to try new things and express themselves in a different way."
UK-based online sex toy retailer Lovehoney holds the license to make,
manufacture and market the official Fifty Shades of Grey pleasure products
ranges. After the worldwide movie release, the sex toy retailer has reported
an uplift in sales of three of the most prominently featured products in the
film. Pleasure Ball sales have increased by 561%, Spreader Bar sales are
up 212% and Nipple Clamps by 71%. Kate Hodgson-Egan, Lovehoney
Sales Manager for the UK and US said: “The Fifty Shades of Grey books
and movies have inspired people to try new and exciting things in the
bedroom and the new movie has boosted sales of key items in the range.
We urge distributors to stock up on these products as we predict that the
Spreader Bar, Nipple Clamps and Pleasure Balls are to become staples in
customers’ collections.”

New packaging from
Sheets of San Francisco
Bristol, England - Sheets of San Francisco’s new packaging is now
available to ship. It’s engineered from cardboard rather than plastic and
features their splash logo, with simplified graphics and clear identification of
the product features. The company has also released new white sheets
that are now in stock in a full range of UK and European sizes, available as
fitted and flat sheets and pillowcases as well as duvet. These white sheets
feature all the same benefits as their main black range, but they have a very
different look and could appeal to a whole new set of customers.
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Satisfyer and partner win
the 'Design Oscar'
iF D E S I G N AWA RD
Bielefeld, Germany - Satisfyer and partner have
won this year's iF DESIGN AWARD with their
products and are therefore amongst the winners
of the world renowned design prize.

T

he winners are the pressure
wave stimulator Satisfyer Pro
Penguin and the two partner
vibrators partner and partner plus,
which won in the discipline product
and the leisure category. The iF
label is known worldwide for
outstanding design services. The iF DESIGN AWARD is
awarded each year by Germany's oldest independent
design organization. Amongst the 5,575 entries from 59
countries, the brands Satisfyer and partner were able to
convince the 58-member independent, international
jury with their innovative concepts and great design.
Both German brands were only founded last year, so
it is a huge honor for the inventors to be given an
internationally established award after such a short
period of time.

TENGA shipped over 50
million units worldwide
Tokyo, Japan - TENGA announced that as of October
2016, over 50 million TENGA products have been
shipped worldwide, excluding LOTION lines. Since their
launch in 2005, each year has seen a steady increase in
the number of TENGA brand items shipped. In their first
year they shipped 1 million units and by 2013, that
number had
grown to 30
million. If you take
50,000,000 of
TENGA’s Original
Vacuum CUP
and lay them end
to end, it would
stretch 7,750km.
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Music Legs expands partnership with
EDC Wholesale
L i n ge r i e & ho siery
Veendam, The Netherlands - Lingerie brand Music Legs will be expanding its partnership
agreement with EDC Wholesale. The Dutch wholesaler will amplify the current collection of
700 items with almost 4.000 new items, offering a comprehensive collection of leading
lingerie and hosiery.

B

oth companies have worked together for
several years and when Music Legs was
looking for an European partner, EDC Wholesale
was an easy choice, according to Music Legs:
“EDC Wholesale has been our client for several
years and a trustworthy partner. We take great
pride in the brand Musiclegs.com and we know
EDC Wholesale is the perfect partner to flourish
in Europe what we started in the US. They have
a tremendous team that puts effort and attention into their customer’s relationship.” EDC
Wholesale’s new warehouse offers sufficient
capacity to take in the full collection of Music
Legs in order to serve the European and
Russian market. Eric Idema, CEO at EDC
Wholesale, is excited about the new collaboration: “We are overjoyed to partner with Music

EDC Wholesale will expand its Music
Legs assortment with 4.000 new items

Legs, they have a great track record in the US
for many years and we are very pleased to offer
our customers the beautiful collections from this
amazing brand. Our customers will get the best
support from our International Sales Director,
Andre Visser and his team. Andre has many
years of experience in the Lingerie and Adult
industry and great knowledge of the market and
customer needs.” Music Legs offers an wide
range of sexy lingerie for bedroom playtime, with
bodystockings, bedroom costumes and bustier
& stocking sets. Music Legs carries hundreds of
hosieries in their collection – from thigh hi, knee
hi and ankle hi to footless, pantyhose and theme
hosieries. Queen size ladies are not forgotten in
the collection of Music Legs, offering a wide
assortment for this fast growing segment.

Lust Linx by Rocks-Oﬀ added to Scala's assortment
Almere, The Netherlands - The sexy Lust Linx
range by Rocks-Off is now available at Scala
Playhouse. This luxurious range offers quality
toys with a trendy, BDSM-inspired twist.
The new Lust Linx range combines innovative
engineering with sexy aesthetics to create a
truly irresistible BDSM-inspired collection. The
unique products each have a bondage twist,
making them the perfect essentials for a night
of kinky roleplay. The Ball & Chain is a remote
control kegel ball that lets daring couples and
singles take their fantasies out with them.
Delicious arousal could come at any moment.
How and when only heightens the pleasure.
The kegel ball is actually shaped like a ball
and chain; with the chain as an easy-removal
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loop for extra comfort. The sleek remote is
discreet and offers endless scenarios of
naughty play. The pleasure provider is made
of premium silicone and is USB-rechargeable
(charging cord included). It offers 3 vibration
modes, 7 pulsation settings and connects up
to a 10 meter remote radius. If consumers
looking for something a bit kinkier, the Deliver
vibrator is the ultimate match. Deliver is a 6
inch ridged vibrator and flogger for couples
tempted by some light S&M excitement. This
ridged vibrator features 10 powerful functions
of vibration and pulsation. The Deliver and its
chain links are coated by soft, body-safe
silicone; ensuring a safe and comfortable
session of intimate exploration.
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pjur showcased on
WWSB in America
Sunco ast Vi e w
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - pjur ORIGINAL was
showcased on Suncoast View for Valentine
Special on WWSB.

K

athy Clampitt
from retail
store Giggles in
Florida presented
pjur ORIGINAL as
a perfect gift for
Valentine’s Day,
stating “It is the best lube ever and I recommend it
to everyone. I simply love pjur!” pjur ORIGINAL,
one of the best-selling silicone personal lubricants
in the world, is an exceptional massage formula.
The silicone in pjur formulas is not absorbed into
the skin but remain on the surface. This feature
makes it a long-lasting personal lubricant perfect
for massage. Men’s Fitness Magazine ranked pjur
ORIGINAL as the no. 1 silicone personal lubricant.

Wonderlust now
available at ST RUBBER
Wadgassen, Germany ST has included the
Wonderlust range. It
consists of three
products named
Harmony, Serenity and Clarity. Serenity is a vibrator with
gradual speed control. It also offers 20 functions –
including memory function for the personal favorite setting. The Rabbit Vibrator Harmony shares all the
benefits of its little brother Serenity, but has two engines
for vaginal and clitoral stimulation. The Clarity love-balls
also have 20 functions and a memory function to store
the preferred setting. Serenity, Harmony and Clarity are
available in purple, pink and blue. They are waterproof,
rechargeable and made of velvety silicone.
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April Lampert joins Hot Octopuss as
Global Head of Sales
Ne w p r o d u cts to co me in sp ring
London, England - UK award-winning sex toy brand, Hot Octopuss, has appointed April
Lampert as Global Head of Sales. Lampert will be taking the lead on the brand’s expansion,
as it looks to increase its global footprint and introduce an array of new products to its
product line in 2017.

L

ampert previously held the
role of Director of Sales at,
Fun Factory USA, where she
played a pivotal part in
tripling annual sales from
2012, to 2015. Announcing
the appointment, Hot
Octopuss co-founder and
creator of PULSE, Adam
Lewis said, “Hot Octopuss is at
a pivotal point in its development
and so we need the most brilliant
people in the business to support us with the
next part of our journey. Lampert is just that
and we’re thrilled to have her on board. Given
Lampert’s excellent credentials, passion and fit
with the brand, I am confident she will exceed
all of our expectations and steer Hot Octopuss
towards becoming a major player within the
sector. The hire comes as the company, now in
its fourth year of production, continues to in-

vest in expansion and innovation
following the recent launch of its
PULSE III range. In Spring
2017, the brand will also be
launching its first women only
sex toy, the ‘Queen Bee’ following much anticipation and
demand from the public as
well as a number of additional
new products throughout the
year. Lampert added: “I am thrilled
to be joining the Hot Octopuss team,
who I believe will play a significant part in shaping the future of our industry. The brands that
excite me the most are those that refuse to
stand still and are willing to take risks, innovate
and push boundaries, which is exactly what
inspired me about Hot Octopuss. 2017 is an
exciting year for the brand and I cannot wait to
come on board and help propel them to new
heights of success.”

Mini Marvels by CalExotics
Flensburg, Germany - ORION
Wholesale has expanded its
assortment: 'Mini Marvels' by
CalExotics are now available from
the erotic specialist. The vibrators
are in a comic style and are made
out of silicone. There are four
different designs available. The
'Marvelous EggCiter' is a little
lover that is great for stimulating
the breasts and the clitoris. The
'Marvelous Massager' is easy to
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hold and doesn´t slip, which makes
it perfect for massaging the entire
body. The 'Marvelous Bunny'
provides very intense pleasure with
its two motors. And last but not
least, the 'Marvelous Flicker' is in
the shape of a tongue and is perfect
for people who love oral sex. All four
vibrators are waterproof, easy to
use and have ten different vibration
modes. They can be recharged with
the included USB cable.
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Pop Superstar Katy Perry gets 50 Shades of Kinky with XR Brands
Gramm y pe rfor m e r c e le br a te s n e w s i n gl e w i th s ta i n l e s s steel restra ints
Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands has teamed with pop superstar Katy Perry for the promotion of new single ‘Chained to
the Rhythm,’ shackling disco balls to landmarks across the country using Kink Industries’ heavy-duty cuffs and chains.

P

erry’s creative team sent fans a powerful message
with XR Brands’ steel shackles that culminated with
a clever political statement at last night’s Grammy
Awards – and once again, XR Brands has made it into
the mainstream. Perry’s creative team sent her loyal
fans on city-wide scavenger hunts last week to find a
series of glittering orbs, each expertly bound to the
ground using XR Brands’ blacksmith-made steel
shackles. Once discovered, fans could plug in their
headphones to get a sneak peek at Perry’s
groundbreaking new single, ‘Chained to the Rhythm,’
and dance like everyone’s watching. “Katy Perry had a

XR Brands has teamed
with pop superstar Katy
Perry for the promotion
of new single ‘Chained
to the Rhythm'

special vision for the promotion of her new single and
we knew exactly what she’d need to make the most
impact – our toughest stainless steel shackles,” said XR
Brands VP of Sales and Marketing Rebecca Weinberg
said. “‘Chained to the Rhythm’ is a strategically political
anthem that urges listeners to see beyond their
rose-colored glasses and it was an honor to help Katy
promote and celebrate her important message across
the country.” XR Brands’ heavy-duty restraints are a
favorite among kink and BDSM fans worldwide and
have made it into the mainstream thanks to Perry’s
fun vision.

N E W S

Topco STEALTH suction-cup strokers

oﬃcially in stock & ready to ship

To p - s e l l i n g stro kers f ea ture a djusta ble suctio n cup ba se f o r imp ro ved a ccessi b ilit y
Los Angeles, USA - Topco is pleased to announce the return of its top-selling STEALTH
strokers, a series of discreet hand-held masturbators made using patented CyberSkin and
equipped with an adjustable suction-cup base for improved accessibility.

T

hese wildly popular strokers sold
experience to the end user while deliveout fast following their initial
ring strong margins to our customers,
debut and Topco’s warehouse is
and these strokers truly stand out in this
stocked full and ready to fulfill
category. Topco has been leading the
growing customer demand. Unlike
market with our patented CyberSkin
anything else on the market, STEmaterial and STEALTH has set a new
ALTH strokers feature Topco’s proprecedent for discreet handheld
prietary CyberSkin for a remarkably
masturbators. It’s no surprise these
realistic feel and are enhanced with
have been flying off shelves.” STEALTH
an ultra-powerful suction cup that
strokers deliver a natural feel with single
secures STEALTH to almost any
units featuring vaginal, anal, and oral
smooth surface. This added feature
versions. Double units are available in
STEALTH strokers
feature Topco’s
has made STEALTH a must-have for
oral/vaginal or oral/anal versions, and all
proprietary
users with physical limitations that
units come in a sleek matte black finish
CyberSkin for a
remarkably
affect their ability to self-pleasure,
for a more sophisticated look. STEALTH
realistic feel and
another trailblazing design feature
strokers feature a tight and textured
are enhanced
with an
from the iconic brand. "STEALTH
inner tunnel with a removeable openultra-powerful
has been a hit since the beginning
ended inner sleeve for fast-and-easy
suction cup
and we are pleased to be shipping
clean up. STEALTH’s eye-catching
these must-have masturbators
see-through packaging showcases the
worldwide,” Topco COO Autumn O’Bryan said.
products’ many features, most notably the
“We are especially proud of STEALTH’s ability to
adjustable suction cup base, while giving
deliver a hyper-realistic, ultra-accessible
shoppers a sneak peek of what’s in store.

LEVEL launches collection of lubricants

The different types of LEVEL
Lubricants are available in
luxurious bottles of 100ml
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Wormerveer, The Netherlands – LEVEL proudly
presents its new collection of lubricants: Shine!
This collection of lubricants consists of five different types of lubricant, each with its own unique
feature. These affordable luxury products have
been developed to uphold the passion in a relationship.
Level Lube Classic: Silicone lubricant with an extremely long glide!
Level Lubricant Vitalize: Standard water-based
lubricant, suitable for everyone.

Level Energy Lubricant: The lubricant to delay the
male climax to let you enjoy even more of an
intense experience.
Level Lubricant Velvet: A caring lubricant for
those with a sensitive skin.
Level Lubricant Hardcore: Thicker water-based
lubricant for anal sex. More info at: www.worldoflevel.com
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Sex Tech Patent IndeXXX bulletin shows

slight dip in U.S. patents issuing for seex devices
B u l l e ti n s h o ws 11% decrea se in Yea r 2016 a s co mp a red to Yea r 2015
Chicago, USA - Unzipped Media, Inc. is pleased to announce the release of the Sex Tech
Patent IndeXXX bulletin for the second half of 2016 and the full year of 2015. The first half
of 2016 was released this past January.

T

he results show an approximately 11%
decrease in year 2016 as compared to year
2015 of total utility patents issuing on sex
devices in the United States. The Sex Tech
Patent IndeXXX bulletin measures the number of
patents issuing in thirteen categories of sex
devices, including clitoral stimulation devices,
penis erection devices, sex furniture, and
condoms, among others. Medical devices are
excluded, although the line between Sex Tech
and medical devices is sometimes a gray area.
The bulletin lists a total of 53 U.S. utility patents
issued in 2015 for Sex Tech devices, and 47 in
2016, working out to about an 11% drop.
“Although time will be the judge, I believe that
innovation in Sex Tech is generally on the rise,”
according to Maxine Lynn, Chicago patent attorney and publisher at Unzipped Media, Inc. “A lot
of factors can cause a fluctuation like that shown
here. More data is needed to establish an actual
trend line, and we are working on compiling it.”
The Sex Tech Patent IndeXXX bulletin is published as part of the Unzipped Sex, Tech and the
Law blog where Lynn comments on legal issues

relating to tech and the adult industry. The bulletin includes links to various newly issued Sex
Tech patents, along with categorizations and
summary information. Using a proprietary
search formula and unique categorization algorithm, the bulletin provides a trend-monitoring resource, not previously available, for people in the
Sex Tech industry or those just curious to learn
about it. Over time, the bulletin will be expanded
to include information and statistics about Sex
Tech patents in Europe in addition to the United
States. As the bulletin works its way forward, it
will also be extended backward to include previous years. The content is evolving, and results
will be reported on a quarterly basis in future editions. “In order for a patent to issue, the disclosed invention must be novel, as well as non-obvious, based on what came before it,” explains
Lynn. “Measuring the amount of patents being
granted, therefore, is a solid way to gauge rate of
innovation.” The Sex Tech Patent IndeXXX bulletin can be accessed on the Unzipped Sex Tech
& the Law website, www.SexTechLaw.com, or
directly via www.SexTechPatentIndex.com.

The American POP!
Collection by Doc Johnson new at Scala
Almere, The Netherlands - If retailers want to add
some artistic color and pleasure to their assortment, they could choose the new American POP!
Collection by Doc Johnson – soon available at
Scala Playhouse.This collection includes colorful
dongs, dildos and other novelties in various sizes
and silhouettes. The products are packaged in an
eye-catching, pop-art inspired box. Doc Johnson
states about its newest release: “Collectors, take
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note: American POP! is here to revolutionize your
pleasure products gallery with a vibrant selection
of vibrators, plugs, dildos, and more!” Scala
Playhouse will stock the full American POP!
Collection, offering a choice between 4, 4.5 and 5
inch dildos, anal trainer kits, anal plugs, bullet
style vibes and more; all available in multiple
vibrant colors.
More info at scalaplayhouse.com
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Lingox Factory releases statement

regarding rumors about the company
L e ga l a c ti o n p o ssible
Seville, Spain - Lingox Factory S.L. has released a statement in which the company denies
and denounces the dissemination of information that is intended to confuse clients, discredit
and damage the company Lingox Factory S.L., and the products they manufacture.

“W

e wish to make it completely clear that
the malicious and erroneous information
being disseminated by the competition, and
persons related to it, is creating confusion in the
marketplace and causing damages to the factory,
trademark, partners and clients,” said the
manufacturer in this statement. Due to these
circumstances, Lingox Factory S.L., released the
following offical declaration: 1) That Lingox
Factory, S.L., is a company that is manufacturing
and operating legally in the industry. 2) That all of
the products manufactured by Lingox Factory,
S.L., and it’s trademarks are internationally
registered. 3) That the male masturbator
manufactured by Lingox Factory, S.L., has an
International Patent filed on, as the only male
masturbator in the world with incorporated dildo /
prostate massager. 4) That Lingox Factory, S.L.,
is a 100% legal company, and the products that it
produces are not only 100% legal, but also
unique and innovative. 5) That Lingox Factory,
S.L., will take whatever legal action it deems
necessary against any company or person that

disseminates, or has disseminated in the past,
any accusation or affirmation that negatively
affects the credibility or honour of Lingox Factory,
S.L., or any of its persons. “Furthermore, we ask
industry professionals to be responsible and to
not spread these messages whose unethical
intention is to purport lies, and damage a
company and persons,” the company announced. “As an industry we cannot tolerate these
kinds of damaging allegations against a factory,
its products, and trademarks, when they are free
of any wrongdoing and are legally established,
like Lingox Factory, S.L. It is the duty of all of us,
and in all of our mutual interests, to be honest,
fair and denounce any kind of wrongdoing or
slandering that we become aware of. These acts
of unfair competition should be denounced to the
authorities immediately, for our own good and for
the good of the market.” Lingox has decided to
complain to the relevant authorities so that the
source of the campaign is revealed, and Lingox
Factory, S.L., can thereafter take the corresponding legal action against the relevant parties.

Svenjoyment Underwear

A new Svenjoyment
collection made out
of trendy matte
material in a
neoprene/rubber
look is now
available

Flensburg, Germany - The men’s lifestyle
underwear label, Svenjoyment Underwear, offers men attractive underwear that is made out
of top-quality, fashionable material. The
underwear´s sophisticated designs and
functions emphasise 'a man’s best parts' –
attractive, sporty and extravagant. A new
collection made out of trendy matte material in
a neoprene/rubber look is now available. The
collection has a body that is open in the
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buttock area, a masculine shirt and three
bumless jocks in different colours. All items are
available in S – XL and the shirt is available up
to 2XL. Like all Svenjoyment Underwear,
the new collection stands out from the rest
because it is high-quality underwear at an
affordable price. The underwear is delivered in
new environmentally friendly, promotional
packaging with numerous pictures and a
description of the product in nine languages.
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New Screaming O ‘Charged Vooom’

bullets equipped with custom-built rumbling motor
R e c harg e ab l e bu l l e ts bo a s t p o w e r f u l r u m bl i ng mo to r develo p ed ex clusively by Screa ming O
Los Angeles, USA – Screaming O’s new Charged Vooom Bullet is equipped with a custom-built
motor made exclusively to pack penetrating rumbling power into a compact rechargeable shape.

T

his 100% waterproof bullet boasts 10 functions and can be used on its own or inserted
into your favorite compatible sex accessories for
intense stimulation that enhances almost any sex
position with ease! “Everything about Charged
Vooom was built from scratch with intention, from
power source to color palette, in order to provide
customers with a smarter bullet with better
value,” Screaming O Account Executive Conde
Aumann said. “Our custom rumbling motor
penetrates deep and provides the most intense
vibration possible from a bullet this size, and that
plus its affordable price point sets Charged
Vooom apart from the competition.” At its highest
speed, Charged Vooom vibrates for more than
90 minutes and recharges easily with a stable

Charged Vooom is available in bold
black, blue, purple or pink colors

plug-in connection, rather than a clumsy magnet,
to ensure a complete and secure power-up every
time. This portable mini vibe also comes
equipped with a safer Lithium-ion Polymer
rechargeable battery and a 2-year limited warranty, and is made of lab-tested body-safe ABS
plastic, so consumers can enjoy penetrating
pleasure with confidence. “Charged Vooom’s vibration hums at a frequency that feels more satisfying than traditional buzzy vibes and customers
were able to feel the difference in-person at recent trade shows,” Conde said. “The Screaming
O team is proud to provide our supply chain with
another strong performer, a vibrating bullet constructed with purpose and backed by a brand
that retailers – and their shoppers – can trust.”

BeauMents website now online
Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER’s BeauMents brand offers couples-toys designed
for sharing.
At www.beauments.com ST Rubber
gathered some information about the brand.

The names of the toys are Doppio and
Joyride. The range is rounded off with
various lubricants. The dealer area also
shows good reasons to become dealers and
partners of ST RUBBER.

Online now: www.beauments.com

MSX to stock tokidoki X Lovehoney
Bath, England/ Rome, Italy - Lovehoney announced a partnership with MSX Distribution. MSX,
one of the biggest distributors in Italy, has taken
on tokidoki X Lovehoney series II, the 'kawaii'
inspired range featuring some of tokidoki's most
well-known characters. Fabio Pilastrini, Product
Manager at Msx says, "At the moment we are
experiencing huge degrees of interest from the
18-25 year old customer in Italy. The tokidoki X
Lovehoney range is colourful, fun, and fits this deMSX is bringing tokidoki to Italy
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mographic perfectly. The designs are going to
wow everyone! We have complete trust in Lovehoney's products too, which has made working
with this range all the more enjoyable." Jade
Bawa, Trade Sales Executive, Lovehoney says,
"We are delighted that MSX has added the new
tokidoki x Lovehoney collection to their offering.
The artist of the designs comes from Rome and
we can't wait to see MSX bring this exciting
unique range to customers throughout Italy."
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Kheper Games, Inc.

launches new Let’s F*ck! Card Game
Ne w f * c k i n g ex p eriences
Seattle, USA - Kheper Games, Inc. is excited to announce the
official launch of their new sex card game, Let’s F*ck!. The card
game joins their highly successful Let’s F*ck! Line, that includes
also a board game, dice, and coupon set. Let’s F*ck! Card Game
encourages couples to try new f*cking experiences.

T

The Let’s F*ck! Card Game is in
English, Spanish, German and French

here are 24 winning scenario possibilities that can be combined
together to make one of 250,000 possible fantasies. Examples
include 'Let’s F*ck in the Shower,' 'Let’s Fool Around Outdoors,' 'Let’s
F*ck on a Kitchen Counter,' and 'Let’s Use Bondage Equipment.
Included within each Let’s F*ck! deck are rules for three games. In
F*ck Fortunes, you reveal a fortune for your lover by dealing out cards
until you reveal five matching scenarios, and then the fortune recipient
selects three to act out. In Match & F*ck, each player has a hand of
cards and strives to match scenarios for the couple to act out, and the
first to run out of cards, wins. Finally, in Personal F*ck Questions,
players take turns asking each other personal questions and awarding
cards for correct answers. For example, 'What is my favorite sex toy?'
The first player to receive a match, wins, and as with all other game
wins, gets to interpret how the winning scenario is acted out. “If it
seems like I am trying to say the word ‘F*ck’ as much as possible in this
press release, I am!” explains CEO Brian Pellham. “Seriously though,
this line has been very successful for us because it gets to the point
quickly. Men especially appreciate that this brand is about F*cking and
not quite so much about foreplay. After all, sometimes it’s good to just
get to the point!”

Scala Playhouse expands
Fantasy Lingerie collection
Almere, The Netherlands - The erotic
apparel brand Fantasy
Lingerie has added more designs
to its collection at Scala. It offers a
range of seductive, fashionable and
figure-flattering designs ranging from
classic basics to more intricate, sexy design. The brand has more than 32
years of experience in the lingerie industry. Retailers can choose between
baby dolls, costumes, bra sets and more. Fantasy Lingerie caters to both
regular and plus-sizes (with its special Curve collection) and offers different
fabric choices such as smooth satin, delicate lace and daring mesh.
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Screaming O equips ‘Charged’ vibes

with better, safer rechargeable battery
M a n u f a c tu r er selects Li-p o ly ba ttery to ensure sa f er, sup erio r p erf o rma nce
Los Angeles, USA – Screaming O has equipped its entire Charged line of powerful and
affordable rechargeables with a Lithium-ion Polymer (Li-poly) rechargeable battery, a safer
option that ensures superior performance.

F

ollowing extensive research, this modern
alternative to traditional battery choices
was proven to offer more reliable power in a
secure package that fits into Charged’s
compact shapes, giving consumers even
more reason to trust the top-selling brand.
Li-poly batteries contain a gel core, a trait that
allows Li-poly batteries to be as thin as a
credit card and more resistant to leaks and
overheating – a safety hazard that made
headlines with products powered by inferior
Lithium Ion batteries. Li-poly’s modern
technology coupled with a safer design made
it a smarter choice for something people will
be using on, in or near their most sensitive
skin. “The final choice was clear: evidence
showed that a Li-poly battery would benefit
consumers the most with its safety and
dependability,” Screaming O Account
Executive Conde Aumann said. “In addition to
our custom-built rumbling Vooom vibration
technology, Charged stands out from the

competition because of its attention to
important details like these. Because not all
rechargeable batteries are created equal, and
Screaming O made sure to select the superior
option.” Charged is a complete line of
rechargeable mini vibes and vibrating rings
capstoned by the Charged Positive, a larger
bullet-shaped massager that features the
most powerful motor ever to come from
Screaming O. Charged is more affordable
than the market-leading USB-rechargeable
brands, 100% waterproof, features a 2-year
warranty, and is the only line to feature a
cohesive, fully merchandised display supported by free custom graphics and signage. “We
were careful about the elements we chose to
give the ‘Screaming O Treatment’ because we
wanted to make an impact that also benefitted our customers’ bottom lines,” Conde said.
“Rumbling vibration plus safer, hassle-free
charging – with the bonus of affordable price
points – equals happy customers all around!”

Product launch: New partner whale vibrator for couples
Bielefeld, Germany - The German brand
partner is reacting to the response from end
customers for partner and partner plus by introducing a new couples vibrator worldwide –
the partner whale. As the name already says
the product is designed to remind the
customer of the cute shape of a whale.
With its two strong motors the new couples
vibrator will provide even more stimulation
and fun for couples.In contrast to the other
products of the brand, the partner whale

The vibrator with its playful whale-like
design will be available for an
attractive retail price of 59, 99 €
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does not have the purple design but a fresh
blue-turquoise color which reminds of the
ocean and brings back summer memories.
The vibrator with its playful whale-like design
will be available for an attractive retail price of
59, 99€. The partner whale is designed to
target first time love toy users as well as
younger couples who are looking for a fun
toy to spice up their sexuality. The brand new
product will be available right in time for
spring in the middle of April.
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ElectraStim introduces

Prestige ElectraLoops
S i m p l e to u se

Hoddesdon, England - The latest addition to the ElectraStim line of electro-sex products,
Prestige ElectraLoops, builds on the success of their conductive rubber loop design. Simple
to use but with a versatile design that allows for a range of different wearing configurations,
the new thicker tubing ensures a greater surface area of contact for more even and
powerful stimulation.

T

ElectraLoops are available in three
striking anodized colour finishes;
Red, Silver and Gold

he thick rubber also provides a firmer grip
on the shaft (when compared to thinner
loops) which aids longer lasting and stronger
erections. Designed with a CNC-machined
aluminium choke for easy adjustment, the
ElectraLoops are available in three striking
anodized colour finishes; Red, Silver and
Gold. Additionally to optimise the electrostimulation the manufacturer embedded the
2mm connection socket into the choke itself.
This creates a lower resistance path through
the rubber and allows the user to experience
the full intensity that they desire whether

they’re a newbie or a veteran of electro-play.
An aluminium stopper in one end of the loop
matches the chosen anodized colour finish,
plus prevents the rubber from slipping out
during adjustment. This stopper is easily
removed after play so the loop can be pulled
through on one side and cleaned. A single
Prestige ElectraLoop can also be used by
itself in conjunction with any other
ElectraStim accessory i.e. a butt plug or
adhesive pads. Each pack of ElectraLoops
contains two unipolar loops in your
chosen colour.

Get freaky with ﬁﬁ at Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands - The fifi is a
revolutionary masturbator that avoids any
messy clean-up! The device comes with disposable sleeves, allowing users to simply remove and throw away the sleeve (and any
messy substances) after play. So how does
the revolutionary fifi – now available at Scala
Playhouse - work? The answer is simple:
First you unroll fifi, lay the sheet of fabric flat
and make sure the Velcro fastening is on the
front. Place one of the disposable sleeves at
the opposite end of the Velcro and simply roll
up the fabric, creating a roll – until the Velcro
matches and you can fasten it. Then pull the
excess sleeve down over the raised lip, add
some lubricant and you’re ready to start!
After use, pull out the sleeve, dispose and
store the fifi as desired. No need for
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clean-up, no unwanted spillage or odors;
clean, fast and easy! Scala Playhouse stock
various colors of the fifi masturbator. The
standard models come with 5 disposable
sleeves included and are available in Black,
Blue, Camo, Red, Gray, Furfi (faux-fur) and
Dominator (faux-leather). The materials
provide a solid grip, pleasurable soft
penetration and are able to retain heat, as
well as being adjustable to create the perfect
fit. If consumers used the 5 included sleeves,
they can simple add more by ordering the 10
or 20 disposable sleeve pack, a separate
product by the brand. This also gives
retailers a great up-sell opportunity, as
they can already include these extra
disposable sleeves when selling the
original masturbator.
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Give Pleasure Products

takes over Tease Erotic Dice

E r o ti c d i c e ga me f o r co up les
Gloucester, England - Give Pleasure Products have bought the
Tease Erotic Dice brand to add to their growing portfolio of great
British brands.

N

igel Powell, Give Pleasure Products MD, said “I’d been friends
with the owner for a few years and when he wanted to move
onto other things it was an excellent opportunity to add another
product to the Give Pleasure Products range. Although it’s a lower
cost item it has been beautifully finished and makes an ideal gift or
add-on item. As with all of our products, there is no minimum order
so retailers can purchase as many or as few as they want, but what
is particularly useful for physical retailers is the pop-up display pack
of 24”. The Tease Erotic Dice game brings another aspect to 'roll
play'. This erotic dice game for couples has the easily recognisable,
sexy vintage styling and is also the perfect travel size for naughty
trips away. For more information contact Give Pleasure Products on
+44 (0)1452 223055 or email info@givepleasure.co.uk

Crystal Dancer from
The Rabbits by TOYJOY new at Scala
Almere, The Netherlands The newest addition to the
The Rabbits by TOYJOY
range is the Crystal Dancer.
This ‘value for money’
rabbit-style vibrator
combines power with a
classic exterior. The transparent design features bi-directional
rotating pleasure beads and a twin-motor. This vibrator comes with a
bunny-shaped clit stimulator, a curved tip for G-spot stimulation and
has diamond detailing on the control pad. The Crystal Dancer
features 5 functions of pulsation, plus 3 vibration and 3 rotation
speeds. It is arriving shortly at Scala Playhouse and is now ready to
pre-order. The Crystal Dancer is not the only recently introduced vibe
in The Rabbits by TOYJOY range. Other new releases are the quilted
Diamond Dancer and the girthy Big Bold Bunny as well as the
Up&Down Up&Down Vibrator, a special rabbit-style vibe with a
powerful thrusting motion.
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We-Vibe Unite and Wish by We-Vibe
Ne w f r o m O RIO N Wh o lesa le

Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale has expanded its assortment of We-Vibe products.
The 'We-Vibe Unite' and 'Wish by We-Vibe' are now available from the erotic specialist.

T

he couple´s vibrator, 'We-Vibe Unite',
provides completely new moments of
pleasure with a partner! It has 2 arms: one arm
is thicker than the other and there is a part on
the inside of each arm that has grooves on it.
The part in the middle is narrow and flexible.
The woman wears the U-shaped toy during
sex for additional G-spot and clitoris stimulation, so that both people can enjoy the powerful motor´s strong vibrations – extremely

intimate and very intense pleasure that is easily
controlled via remote control! The 'Wish by
We-Vibe' isn´t just a lay-on vibrator with a soft
surface and in a lovely shape, it also has pleasurable rolling vibrations that really stimulate
the vulva. It is a bit like a massage wand
because it can offer very powerful, all-round
stimulation thanks to its 10 vibration modes. In
addition to that, personalised vibration rhythms
can also be created and enjoyed via the app.

Dolce & Piccante now at Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands - Dolce &
Piccante is a Italian brand available at Scala
Playhouse, specializing in high-quality butt
plugs with unique detailing. The plugs are
made of premium materials such as
polished steel and soft silicone. They also
come with various trendy details like playful
fur tails and sparkling interchangeable
rhinestones in a wide range of beautiful

colors. Scala wants to highlight the smooth
silicone plugs by Dolce & Piccante in
particular: “Combining a soft and flexible
silhouette with an appealing rhinestone at the
base. The silky silicone plugs have a
teardrop-shaped with a flared base for extra
safety during play. They are available in four
very alluring color.” The collection caters to
both entry-level as advanced consumers.

ST Rubber launches Joyride website
Wadgassen, Germany - Joyride, a brand of
ST Rubber, now has its own website at joyride.eu. On the new website the
manufacturer presents all 19 designs so far
and gives an insight into the development
history of Joyride. A specialised retailer area
wants to convince dealers to become
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partners of ST Rubber. “JOYRIDE stands for
high class glass toys: incomparable pleasure
in 19 forms and always a handmade unique –
Joyride is exotic, exciting, eccentric, playful,
a pleasure for the eye and many other body
parts,” the manufacturer describes the
glass collection.
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Screaming O reimagines iconic vibrating

butterﬂy with 100% Silicone ‘Monarch’ Ring

Wearable butterfly vibe’s wide wingspan surrounds sensitive areas with vibrating massage
Los Angeles, USA – Screaming O has transformed another iconic sex toy shape and with
Monarch, a wearable butterfly vibe connected to Screaming O’s signature True Silicone
double-ring cock ring.

W

ith a powerful
4-function
motor, body-safe
materials, and extrawide wingspan,
Monarch combines
hands-free massage
with extra-strength
enhancement for a
metamorphic intimate
experience. Monarch is designed with several
contact points – firm-but-flexible wings, a
ribbed middle, and two extended “antennae”
– to provide a well-rounded sensation that
pays attention not only to the clitoris, but
also its surrounding sensitive areas. The
multifunction vibrator stays in place thanks to
a stretchy double-ring design that offers a
secure fit that isolates the penis and testicles
for an enhanced sensation. “The Butterfly is a
classic iconic sex toy shape that plays an
important role in many women’s sex lives, so
we wanted to give it the ‘Screaming O
Treatment’ with a modern hands-free twist,”

Screaming O Account
Executive Conde
Aumann said. “Just as
we did with the Rabbit
for our Ohare vibrating
ring, we transformed
the Butterfly into
something that could
provide way more
than just clitoral
pleasure, which opens the market to an
even wider audience.
The updated shape combined with
body-safe silicone and our trusted brand
makes Monarch a must-have cock ring,
especially for stores that cater to
couples.”Monarch is 100% waterproof and
buzzes at three powerful speeds plus
pulsation for more than 45 minutes – and
each unit comes with replaceable batteries
inside the packaging. As with all Screaming
O products, this clever cock ring is made of
lab-tested materials to ensure an affordable
body-safe experience.

Centralisation of ZBF in Almere, the Netherlands
Almere, The Netherlands - Due to the
centralisation of all activities for ZBF
(Zeitschrift-Buch- und Film Vertriebs GmbH)
in Almere, the Netherlands, account
managers Mr. Boisen and Mr. Weinbrenner
have been released from their responsibilities. Their accounts will be redirected to
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account manager Tim Faber and Scala’s
inbound sales team. All customers will be
contacted shortly, to make the transition go
as smooth as possible. “We thank Mr. Boisen
and Mr. Weinbrenner for their years of
dedication and wish them all the best,”
Scala Playhouse said.
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One step forward, two step backs?
I s s e x te c h just f o r men?

exclusive

contra
It is true: The recent developments in the sex
tech segment that have caught the public
attention really seem to be catering
predominantly to men, especially virtual reality
porn and sex robots. But just because these
are the elements that the media is paying the
most attention to right now does not mean
that this is all sex tech has to offer. For proof,
just look at one of the most women-centric
product categories in the market: vibrators.
We are not going to discuss how useful or
useless it is to be able to control a toy from
halfway around the globe, nor will we debate
whether or not we really need hundreds of
vibration modes. Let’s just acknowledge that
all these things exist in the market, and that
these products are marketed to a female
target audience. The same goes for a lot of
teledildonics products, for instance vibrators
that are coupled to a masturbator. So, it’s fair
to say that women make up at least part of the
intended audience for these products.
If you look at VR, the situation is a different
one, admittedly. In this segment, most content
is clearly catering to a male clientele. However,
the same can be said about most types of
pornography that people have consumed over
course of the past decades. And that’s the
thing: You can’t blame the technology if it is
used to present clicheed male fantasies.

Matthias Poehl,
editor in chief

The sex tech product
category is still in its
infancy, but that doesn’t
mean that it can’t be the
subject of lively discussion
– which it is. Generally, it is
a good sign if a new trend
gets industry members
talking talking, however,
not all arguments that are
swirling around in this
discussion are positive.
First and foremost, there’s
the question of the target
audience for sex tech:
Is this category focussing
too strongly on the male

At the same time, you can’t really blame the
producers either. This is a new technology,
creating VR content is expensive, and it is
only logical to rely on content and consumers
that have proven reliable in the past.
Ultimately, VR is only a medium. The female
audience may never amount to a large
portion of the VR clientele, but it is all but
guaranteed that will see more content that is
designed for a wider audience as we move
forward - an audience including women and
couples.We should also mention that there
are many projects catering to the female side
of sexuality apart from physical products.
Apps and websites like OMGYes or Happy
Play Time put the new media to good use
and help women achieve a more fulfilling
sex life.
Having various products catering to very
different audiences is perfectly normal,
especially in the adult industry. This diversity
is its greatest strength. Yes, there are certain
categories that appeal more to men, and
those are the ones that get most of the media
attention right now. But the impression that is
created due to one-sided coverage should
not be confused with the actual situation in
the market. The reality is much more diverse
and colourful, and it has much more to offer
than just sex robots and VR porn.

clientele.
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pro

There is no need for in-depth research to
know that most everything marketed as
sex tech nowadays is geared
predominantly – if not exclusively – to a
male audience. Men can be tempted more
easily than women to spend money on erotic pleasures. Also, men respond
more strongly to visual stimuli when it comes to sex and sensuality.
Not to mention that men are more interested in new
technologies, etc. This may sound like a bunch of
generalisations or simplifications, but it still hits the nail on
the head. The changes we have seen in the adult market
these past years have resulted in a tectonic shift, the focus
of the industry moving to another target group, namely
women and couples. The industry managed to get these
groups interested in adult products, getting them to buy in
modern brick and mortar and online stores. Compared to
that, the new developments surrounding sex tech and its
apparent focus on male consumers seem like a big step
back. Of course, it does not have to be a step back – it is
a fact that men are still an important customer group, and
the industry obviously needs to cater to that group.
However, there is a possibility that much of the progress the industry
has made these past years will be lost. Of course, you can’t turn back the
wheel, the developments in the market cannot be undone, but even slight
deviations from the course we’ve taken could have far-reaching
consequences. It may be that parts of the target audience of women and
couples are put off by things such as sex robots or virtual reality pornography.
They will still buy sexual wellness products, but maybe not in adult stores.
One doesn’t have to think back too far to remember why women gave wide
berth to adult stores of any kind in the 1990s. Sure, there may be a few
people out there who miss those days, and yes, there are usually two sides
to a coin, but there is no denying the fact that our market has become attractive to a much wider audience – and that our industry is better off for it.
So what I am worried about is the image of the market should things such as
VR pornography take centre stage. Even now, it is the subject of a lot of talk,
inside and outside the industry. At the moment, the focus is on the
technological innovation and its possibilities, but it won’t be long before VR
porn will face the same criticism that pornography has been faced with ever
since people started creating this type of content. It is not my place to judge
whether this criticism is justified or not. Our market has done great things in
terms of education, fostering values such as sexual wellness, sexual health,
and sexual self-determination, etc. and it played a major role in creating
public acceptance of sexuality in all its forms. Will all this be watered down if
pornography becomes the face of this industry in the mainstream media
again? We will have to wait and see.Just to be perfectly clear: I have no
intention whatsoever of demonising certain products within this industry,
especially if they keep the cash tills of the trade ringing. But people should be
careful about how they present and position these products lest the whole
thing turn into a boomerang.
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Every woman who wears a Leg Avenue

costume will make heads turn and steal the show.
Tr u d y P i j n a cker ( Leg Avenue E uro p e) ta lks sex y co stumes a nd ro lep la y lingeri e

exclusive

When is a costume an erotic costume? One might argue that it’s
all in the eye of the beholder, but being an expert on the subject,
Trudy Pijnacker’s answer goes a bit more into
detail. As the Managing Director of Leg
Avenue Europe explains: “What’s sexy for
erotic stores is very different from what’s
sexy for party/carnival stores. Party
stores consider femininity, shorter dresses and a bit more cleavage as sexy.”

C

onventional costumes serve
a completely different purpose, as Trudy continues. They are
worn out in public on special occasions
such as carnival, Halloween, or theme
parties. “On the other hand, costumes
for erotic stores have the purpose of
being worn to different kinds of parties
such as Wasteland, BITCH, or swinger
parties. The costumes worn during these
erotic theme parties are more fetish, very
provocative, and show a lot of skin. The
customers of erotic stores are used to taking
it up a notch when it comes to sexy. They
don’t feel naked and love the attention they
get for dressing sexily.” Apart from the occasions mentioned above, consumers also like
to use erotic costumes for roleplaying. Many
people love the freedom of leaving their own
skin, their own life and being someone else
for a few hours. Of course, Trudy knows of
the popularity of roleplaying but she points
out that people usually wear roleplay lingerie in the privacy of their homes, while erotic
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costumes are often worn at big parties or
at erotic clubs. “The sales of roleplay
costumes have grown with the more
erotic themed parties we see nowadays. Take for example the Wasteland
parties: Most visitors create beautiful
sexy outfits. Through accessorizing,
they bring their personal fantasies to life.
We see that consumers are more likely to
indulge in these fantasies when attending
an erotic theme party.” Women visiting these
parties want to stand out from the crows,
they want to turn heads, and simply wearing
a sexy short dress won’t get such a response, as Trudy explains. “The good thing
is, they spend a lot of money to create
something different.” So, can the product
range keep up with demand? Definitely.
The consumers have lots and lots of options to choose from, and Leg Avenue strives to stand apart from the competition by
putting the emphasis on quality and fair prices. All products are made from high-quality
materials and offer a great fit, shining a sexy
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spotlight on the female form and drawing
attention like a magnet. Trudy elaborates: “Our
costumes enhance female shapes and this is
because of the choices we make for fabrics
and how they’re put together.” When asked
about the pricing of the Leg Avenue products,
she explains: “Most roleplay lingerie have a
recommended retail price around 20-40
EUR and most other very sexy costumes
have a recommended retail price around
50-90 EUR.” Apart from appealing
prices, Leg Avenue costumes also
stick out from the mass of
products in the market due to
the eye for detail. “Every
woman who wears a Leg
Avenue costume will make
heads turn and steal the
show.” Another argument
in Leg Avenue’s favour is the
large number of costumes that
consumers can choose from:
There are more than 2000 styles in
the collection – clearly enough so
everybody will find the right
costume. The brand offers
roleplay lingerie, parts of the
KINK collection, sexy readyto-wear costumes, and a large
selection of basic costumes
and accessories for
consumers to create their
own, individual party outfits.
Once a year, new products
are added to the range of
roleplay lingerie and
costumes, which the new
lingerie items launching in
the first quarter, followed by
the new costumes in the
third quarter. This strategy
underpins how important
these product categories are
for Leg Avenue: “We are the
inventors of ready-to-wear
sexy costumes. Women love
to dress up femininely and
sexily, and Leg Avenue helps
them do so. It’s no use for
us to focus and put
all our time into
product groups that
don’t work for us and
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aren’t profitable. Sexy lingerie and costumes
have always been important to Leg Avenue
and always will be,” Trudy emphasises. By the
way, the focus of the Leg Avenue brand is
exclusively on women – even though some of
their erotic costumes are also bought and worn
by men. Trudy explains the reasons for this
philosophy: “Because we’re the best at this.
Everything we sell for the erotic market is
created for women.” It only makes sense that
adult stores, both brick and mortar and online,
represent the most important channel of
distribution for the brand. Does Trudy have
some advice for the European adult retailers?
She suggests having classics and basics in the
store, mixing it up with accessories, hosiery,
and wigs. “Dig into erotic themed parties and
do some research on the dress code.
Eventually, take care of a good presentation of
the products in your store, and invest
some time in the marketing around
parties, themes, and trends.”
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Helpers for dances in the back lane
p j u r ’s l u br i ca nts f o r a na l use

exclusive

What anal lubricants
does pjur offer? What
are the advantages and
what are the differences
to other anal lubricants,
and why should retailers
add these products to

pjur BACKDOOR has been developed
particularly for intensive anal sex

their range? Let’s

p

answer these questions.
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pjur analyse me! is aimed for
comfortable anal sex

jur’s well-established anal lubricants
pjur BACKDOOR Relaxing Silicone
Anal Glide and pjur analyse me! RELAXING silicone anal glide are as incredibly relaxing as they are because of the addition of jojoba. The soothing and caring
properties of jojoba can have positive effects on
the genital area and improve the elasticity of the
skin. High-grade jojoba extracts ensure relaxation while high-grade silicone has a particular
glideability effect. The silicone molecules are larger than the pores of the skin, so the siliconebased anal lubricants do not penetrate the skin,
but remain on the surface. The protective film it
produces on the skin is breathable, offers particularly long-lasting lubrication and produces a
silky-soft skin feeling. This formulation makes
for silky smooth lubrication without any desensitizing effects – which is what the users have
come to expect from pjur. The combination of
silicone and jojoba has many advantages, but
for all those who prefer water-based lubricants,
pjur is also the right choice.

pjur do exactly that – thanks to the addition of
natural hyaluronan. It can bind great quantities
of water, thus creating small water pillows that
add incredibly long-lasting lubrication to these
glides. Therefore, the water-based pjur anal lubricants almost feel like silicone while still offering all the advantages of water products. They
are absorbed into the upper layers of the skin
and leave a pleasant, sensually smooth feeling
on the skin. In addition to that, water lubricants
are known to offer more flexibility concerning
the use with love toys. With the anal water lubricants, the users are given extra flexibility because they can use the glides with any brand or
type of love toy without having to worry.

pjur BACKDOOR Comfort Water Anal Glide and
pjur analyse me! COMFORT water anal glide,
on the other hand, are water-based. Some
people may think that such a formulation could
never offer the same lubricating properties as a
silicone product. But the water anal glides from

Both types of lubricants have their own, specific
advantages: So the decision of silicone plus jojoba or water plus hyaluronan is up to the consumer. One thing is for certain, though: that pjur
has made many people happier with these innovative products.

The difference between pjur analyse me! and
pjur BACKDOOR is in the dosage. pjur BACKDOOR has been developed particularly for intensive anal sex, so contains the ingredients
hyaluronan on water basis and jojoba on silicone basis in a higher concentration, while pjur
analyse me! is aimed for comfortable anal sex.
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I have experienced success as

well as failure and I learn from both.
exclusive

E r i c Ka l é n puts th e f o cus o n lux ury a nd elega nce with Smo o th O p era to rs

It has taken him 15 years and more than 100 products to
fully understand all the aspects that make a truly great
product, says Eric Kalén, Managing Director at
Tickler Europe. This knowledge and understanding
is reflected in his three new products that were
launched at the beginning of February under the
name Smooth Operators. Eric Kalén feels that
things have come full circle with these three
products as they are clearly positioned in the
high-end segment, marking a return to
Eric’s roots in the industry.

„

Eric, when did you decide to put the focus of
your new products on elegance and luxury?
Eric Kalén: My goal has always been to be
consumer-oriented and make products that meet
the customers’ expectations regardless of the
segment and price point. The combination of
function, design, and price is important if you
want to meet these expectations. This applies to
all products in all price segments.
The decision to go back and design high-end
products again was motivated by changes in the
market. Some manufacturers have changed their
strategy and increased the price point of existing
products for the end-consumer and at the same
time lowered the margins for retailers and
distributors in some cases. This has opened up
the high-end segment to new products. There is
still demand and requests from distributors, retailers, and consumers. They want products in that
segment, but these products need to deliver what
they promise and make sense. Retailers have been
asking me for a long time if I could start doing highend products again. I think the timing is right now and
would like to fill that gap in the market and make
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products that meet the markets requests and
expectations in terms of quality and function
and design as well as pricing.

month once we made the decision to go
ahead. Which is a kind of speed record for us!
The biggest challenge was actually deciding on
how to package and present the products. To
present them for what they are and make them
look as good outside (packaging) as they are
inside (product) without using stupid words or
useless expensive boxes that will just be
thrown away. I am very happy with the endresult but it was a difficult process.

You have described the development process
of Smooth Operators as a journey back to your
roots. As we all know, the market is changing.
What are the big differences between now and
15 years ago, when you started designing sex
toys?
Eric: The competition has become much
When developing the Smooth Operators, was
fiercer. There are more manufacturers and the
there a different set of parameters compared to
general product quality is much better. Due to
other Tickler products? Did you put emphasis
globalisation and new ways of communication,
on other requirements? If so, how do these
the previous distinctions between manufactutoys differ from previous products?
rers, distributors, and retailers are becoming
Eric: The Toyfriends are more basic and simple
more and more undefined. Anyone can make
products when it comes to functionality, but
their 'own' brand today and everyone wants to
they still offer high-quality design, materials,
get as much as they can from their sales. This
and components. They are meant for first-time
leads to cheaper products which is not is a bad
buyers to make their first sex toy a good
thing in and of itself as long as it does not
experience. The Smooth Operators are more
compromise product quality, environmental
advanced and designed to meet the expectatiaspects, and consumer safety. However, the
ons of more demanding consumers who can
result is unfortunately that many manufacturers
spend 100 Euro on the best toy because they
compromise on these things to be competitive.
know they like it and
This can and will
want more. Tickler
damage the reputation
wants to be the brand
and sales of the sex toy
„ M Y G O A L H A S A LWAY S
that you can enjoy at
industry in the long term.
any stage in your life...
But to be honest, these
B E E N TO B E C O N S U M E R 
problems of safety,
In your opinion, what
quality, and environmenORIENTED AND MAKE
are the most winning
tal impact were probably
qualities of your three
much bigger 15 years
P R O D U C T S TH AT M E E T
new products?
ago - only then, I had no
Eric: The top three
idea about it and
TH E C U S TO M E R S’
thought just about
qualities of the new
design!
products are:
E X P E C TATI O N S R E G A R D 
1 - The function, quality,
L E S S O F TH E S E G M E N T
How long did it take to
look and feel of the
create the Smooth
products.
A N D P R I C E P O I N T. ”
Operators, and what
2 - The price point and
were the biggest chalthe margin structure.
ERIC KALÉN
lenges along the way?
It is a win-win product
Eric: It is a question of
for all involved.
3 – The
how you define it. It has
presentation/packaging and the image/sales
taken me 15 years of work and experience to
support that comes with the products.
get to understand all the aspects of a really
good product. I have gone through many
The official press release states that feedback
experiences and made many mistakes on the
from consumers and trade had an impact on
way but I have always tried to learn from my
the development process. How is this
mistakes and improve. But the actual developfeedback reflected in the finished products?
ment time for the Smooth Operators was eight

Choosy is a G-Spot
vibrator with a bend
and a shaped top
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Eric: The functionality and design of the products is
one element. I have looked at what is most important
to the users: motors that are powerful yet silent,
silicone that has a bit of bend so that the products
are not rigid and perceived as hard, and we have the
right amount of choices of pulsation programmes
and speed settings while still keeping it intuitive and
easy to use. Many new products are very technically
advanced but not all too user-friendly. I have thought
a lot about adding options but ultimately decided to
keep it simple.
Also, retailers have been stretched for margins
lately and we think we have fixed that as well. I hope
the Smooth Operators can make money for all the
layers in the business as well as make the endconsumers happy.
Would you mind giving us some information about
the materials you used, the motors, the design,
the packaging, etc.?
Eric: We only use certified components and materials
in the product to ensure consumer safety and
minimal environmental impact. We use the most
powerful motors available and make sure they stay
quiet. Only toys that you can plug in to the socket are
more powerful than ours. The products are micro
USB charged which is a good environmental
standard and the lovely box is made from recycled
cardboard. So they look great and can be sold and
used with a clean conscience. As I mentioned before,
getting the packaging right was difficult, to make it
look great without creating waste.
You have called the Smooth Operators the best
products you ever
created. That is
putting the bar pretty
high, isn’t it?
Eric: I totally
agree. I have
put it high but
I also think
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that the expectations should be
very high. I have developed,
designed, and manufactured ne„TH E C O M B I N ATI O N O F
arly 100 products over the last
15 years, some of them classics
F U N C TI O N , D E S I G N , A N D
that are still bestsellers worldwide, probably millions sold by
P R I C E I S I M P O R TA N T I F
now. And some that only sold
200 in total worldwide. I have
YO U WA N T TO M E E T
experienced success as well as
failure and I learn from both.
TH E S E E X P E C TATI O N S . ”
The reason that I can make such
ERIC KALÉN
a bold statement is simply
because I know that I have
personally never had such a
clear idea and understanding of
the whole process before. I know everything from the
sourcing and manufacturing process through to the
final quality check. When we started making toys, I
first created the outside and defined the functional
and design aspects of the product, but now I also
know how to make the inside and what goes in there.
Motors and batteries and plastic and boring stuff.
And what certifications they need and where they
come from. This is so important as one single bad
part will make the product inacceptable.
Has it always been the plan to have three products in
this collection?
Eric: The plan was to start with the three basic and
most commonly used products for clitoral, vaginal,
and G-Spot stimulation, but the plan is to rapidly
expand the line with more specific products. So this
is just the start, we will release new Smooth
Operators on a regular basis.

Classy is a classic
vibrator with two
strong motors that
can operate
individually or in
combination

The Tickler brand is known for smartly-made,
easy-to-use toys that cater to beginners while also
offering something to experienced toy users. How do
the Smooth Operators fit into the brand?
Eric: We have kept the smartly-made, easy-to-use
concept. People will recognise the smooth signature
Tickler silicone, but the Smooth Operators are more
elegant in design, colours, and packaging. We have
made them micro USB rechargeable, loaded them
with more power and advanced insides to last longer
while maintaining a user-friendly and intuitive interface
and smart functions. To be honest, the Smooth Operators are an aggressive expansion of the brand and
product portfolio. The Toyfriends target first-time buyers and mainstream markets and the Smooth Operators target more demanding consumers and are
made for the adult market. We hope to see a lot of
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returning customers who bought and liked their
first Toyfriend and are looking for a more highend product now that they know they like
vibrators.
What are your expectations regarding Smooth
Operators? Do you think these products will
win over new audiences?
Eric: The Smooth Operators are made for the
adult market and for the sex toy retailers.
They are harder to sell in to a pharmacy or
gadget/gift-shop as the price point is too high.
The Smooth Operators are for the all the adult
shops and sex toy retailers that can and want
to sell the best vibrators available to their
customers while still getting a good margin out
of it and being able to be proud of what they
sell. They are the audience we want to 'win
over' primarily.

Snazzy is a clitoral
vibrator with two
soft lips designed
to cover and hug
the clitoris

Are people stretching the definition of these
attributes too far?
Eric: People are stretching definitions in
general. There is no standard in the industry so
you can define your products any way you
want without being questioned. So words like
'luxury' and 'quality' do not really mean or
stand for anything, it´s just words, but that is in
the nature of those words. The real issue is that
we very rarely get real feedback from the
consumers because of the nature of sex toys.
Most consumers will not share their experience
in public or send in a complaint. So in this business, most of us can get away with saying anything, even lying. We won't be caught directly,
but of course it is hurting the development and
growth of our industry and businesses. Sorry to
repeat myself, but I think this is very important.

Can the Smooth Operators help re-establish
the balance in the market?
In the official press release for the launch of
Eric: I think that we at least offer a very good
Smooth Operators, you also mention that the
balance between quality and price in the
opportunity for that. I am sure that no end-conmarket is off. In your opinion, what are the
sumer paying 119 EURO or USD for a Classy
reasons for this imbalance?
or Choosy will feel disappointed or cheated
Eric: Due to the nature of the products we sell,
when they get the product. And every retailer
can be sure that they have sold a product that
we will never get honest feedback from our
is both safe for the conend-consumers. If
sumer and environmenpeople buy a phone or a
tally certified. That macar or a computer that
kes me feel in balance!
does not work, they will
„ I H O P E TH E S M O OTH
complain online and it
What is your opinion on
will be public knowledge
O P E R ATO R S C A N M A K E
the current situation of
and other buyers will be
the market? Is there too
aware. But I think we all
M O N E Y FO R A L L TH E
much hoopla about sex
know that this does not
L AY E R S I N TH E B U S I N E S S tech?
happen with products in
Eric: The first question I
our industry. The buyer
A S W E L L A S M A K E TH E
throws it away and is
always ask myself
disappointed. And does
before I start doing
E N D  C O N S U M E R S H A P PY. ” anything is: What is in it
not come back for more.
So some retailers can
for the end-consumer?
ERIC KALÉN
sell anything at 100 or
What is the benefit of
200 EURO by calling it
using new technology?
luxury and the buyer is
Would you use it? A big
unhappy and turns away from the market.
chunk of manufacturers in this industry tend to
The imbalance is an information deficit for the
use new technology just because you can and
consumers as well as a pricing/retailer issue.
then you have a bunch of consumers that just
Too many end-consumers get cheated, that is
do the same thing without reflecting on what
the imbalance.
they are doing or what it is for. I think the
answer to what people really need is much
Do you think that terms like 'luxury' and
closer and natural than sex-tech, but let’s keep
'quality' are being thrown around too much?
that as a secret for now…
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It feels like I was put on this earth to sell

high-end pleasure products all over the world.
A p r i l L a mp ert jo ins H o t O cto p uss a s Glo ba l H ea d o f Sa les

exclusive

British brand Hot Octopuss is known the world over
for their PULSE line. Now, the team have secured
the services of April Lampert. The American
brings lots of experience to her new position,
having been active in the retail trade and on
the producer side of the adult industry. Prior
to joining Hot Octopuss, she worked at Fun
Factory USA for five years, first as Sales
Manager, then as Director of Sales. EAN
talked with April about her new job.

Following a tenure at Fun Factory USA
which began in 2012, April has now
joined the team of Hot Octopuss

„

Before we start, please you tell us a few things about
yourself. For example, what did you do before your
commitment to the sex toy industry?
April Lampert: Prior to my five-year tenure at Fun Factory
USA, I was a bit of a jack-of-all-trades when it came to
work. On a personal level, I’ve done extensive travel
and love seeing the world and experiencing new
cultures. From a professional perspective, I’ve done
everything from wake boarding instructor to night
club bar manager to working for a Budweiser
distributor in the marketing department; I even have
my real estate license. I think finding the adult toy
industry however, really helped me discover my
passion for my career in sales/marketing and,
ultimately, my purpose in life. I am exactly where I
want to be and it feels like I was put on this earth to
sell high-end pleasure products all over the world,
and my new role at Hot Octopuss allows me to
symbiotically combine my zeal and creativity for
sales and marketing with my love for people
and life.
And how did you finally get into the sex toy
industry?
April: I studied Environmental Law at University
and fell into the industry by total accident. In
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2007, I started working as a manager in a sexpositive boutique adult shop in California because
my close friend, Amy Baldwin and her mom
opened the store and thought I would be the
perfect person to help run things. I had zero retail
experience and never even owned a vibrator but
they were right, I ended up being really good at
selling pleasure products and falling in love with
the business. I love the adult toy industry and
having both retail and manufacturing experience
gives me a wonderful perspective for closing deals
and setting up customers.
Is it true that you joined Fun Factory USA in 2012?
Which tasks were you responsible for in that position?
April: Yes, I joined the Fun Factory USA team in
2012 as a Sales Manager and was promoted to
Director of Sales in 2014. My primary role as
Director of Sales consisted of a great deal of
strategy and planning to map where the company
wanted to go in the future in relation to sales and
how we would get there. I also managed an
excellent team of sales people, travelled
extensively to stay in tune with market changes
and developments, maintained and cultivated
business relationships with retailers and
distributors, and helped with product development
and marketing campaigns. My focus was mostly
on North, South and Central Americas along
with Australia.
Now, you have joined the team of Hot Octopuss.
Why did you decide to take this step? What are the
strengths of the brand?
April: The two most important brand elements are:
the product quality/innovation and the team
associated with the brand. Hot Octopuss has
some of the best people I’ve ever encountered in
business working together and is making some of
the most unique and innovative toys out there. It is
important for me to work with brands I feel
passionate about who manufacture products I
would personally utilise and Hot Octopuss is the
brand I have always had a deep admiration for.
When I speak about products, I speak from the
heart. I want to be sure I not only understand the
brand, the message, the function, the culture, and
the quality but that those factors truly resonate
with me. Hot Octopuss not only fulfils all of those
qualifications but exceeds my expectations.
Already, Hot Octopuss has proven bestselling
items and the new products being developed are
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„ I N M Y O P I N I O N , H OT

L A M P E R T

absolutely mind blowing. It is
my honour to be working with
such a progressive company
and fantastically dynamic team!

O C TO P U S S I S O N TH E
Was it important for you to
stay connected to a
well-known brand? What is it
O F TH E H OT T E S T
that makes working with
brands interesting?
HIGHEND BRANDS ON
April: Yes, I believe that where
the
market is headed the
TH E M A R K E T A N D I
opportunity for 'brands' is
B E L I E V E TH E Y W I L L P L AY
going to increase significantly.
In my opinion, Hot Octopuss is
A S I G N I F I C A N T PA R T I N
on the path to becoming one
of the hottest high-end brands
S H A P I N G TH E F U T U R E
on the market and I believe
they will play a significant part
O U R I N D U S T RY. ”
in shaping the future our
APRIL LAMPERT
industry. Hot Octopuss
continues to push boundaries
with never-before-seen
innovations and ground
breaking technology and with their focus heavily on
the end consumer, I’m totally convinced Hot
Octopuss will be a household name in the near
future. I’m so excited to be on board and propel
them to new heights of success and growth.

PATH TO B E C O M I N G O N E

How important are brands in our market?
April: As the acceptance of the adult toy industry
by the mainstream continues to increase and gain
traction, I believe there is a huge opportunity for
brands to establish themselves directly with the
end consumer beyond just the adult industry. I believe that going forward that with the right marketing activity and product portfolio, brands will have
the opportunity to establish brand loyalty with end
consumers to the point that consumers seek out
brands rather than a particular type of product.
What are the tasks of a Global Head of Sales?
April: As Global Head of Sales, my task will be to
improve Hot Octopuss’s market share and position
and to achieve growth globally. On a strategic level
I will do this by implementing plans to increase
existing business and capture new prospects within incumbent markets as well as by forming and
implementing strategies to enter new markets
where HO is not yet active. Within each market, I
will define long and short-term strategic goals and
form marketing plans, both for the market as a
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April is very optimistic about
the future of Hot Octopuss
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make it fun, sexy, provocative and shame
whole as well as with key accounts. On a day
free and with Hot Octopuss heading into the
to day basis I will build and maintain key
vulva vibrator category this spring, I’m
customer relationships across the globe,
convinced they (we) will bring masturbation
identify business opportunities, negotiate and
and sex positivity to the next level.
close business deals and help with product
development ideas by
Is your previous exutilising my knowledge of
perience in the marcurrent market conditions
ket for adult proand trends. Going
„ M Y U LTI M AT E D R E A M I S
ducts a big help in
forward as the business
this new job?
grows, I will also be
TO H E L P M A K E H OT
April: Of course,
building a team around
O C TO P U S S A H O U S E H O L D
me to help execute
having already
these goals.
established
N A M E A N D P U S H TH E
relationships with
Is your past experiences
retailers and knowing
B R A N D S O I T ’ S TH E
in the sex toy industry
the landscape of
also applicable in this
many of the stores
N U M B E R O N E B O U TI Q U E
new field of activity?
from region to region
April: I think the five years
is a huge help and
B R A N D O N TH E M A R K E T. ”
gives me a wonderful
at Fun Factory along with
APRIL LAMPERT
advantage to
my years in adult retail
properly place
will give me a nice head
customer pointstart to achieving the
of-sale and develop
objectives put forth at
marketing and sales strategies that will prove
Hot Octopuss. Being a part of the sex toy
to be successful. Knowing the market and
industry for so many years, I understand how
lay of the land is always the most effective
familial it is and the people are what make it
way to execute a plan and I have spent the
such phenomenal family to be a part of. I’m
last five years getting to know stores around
happy and so fortunate to be in such a
the globe. Hot Octopuss has some of the
wonderful industry and to have an absolute
most beautiful displays coming out with the
love for my customers, other manufacturers,
launch of the Queen Bee and I am so excited
and the work we all do.
to show retailers the future of in-store displays knowing that they’ve never seen anyWhat ideas, visions, plans, etc. do you want
thing like it.
to implement at Hot Octopuss?
April: My ultimate dream is to help make Hot
Hot Octopuss wants to release some new
Octopuss a household name and push the
products in 2017. Can you maybe tell us
brand so it’s the number one boutique brand
about your plans?
on the market. In line with Hot Octopuss’s
April: Yes!!! We are so excited to get into the
existing vision, I aspire to make sex toys,
category of vulva vibrators and Hot Octopuss
orgasms and the topic of sex a subject which
nailed this one!! It’s truly one of the most
can be thought of as shame free and
fantastic innovations I have seen in years.
positive. That’s what I love about Hot
The Queen Bee will be available globally this
Octopuss, they continue to push boundaries
spring and get ready because it’s going to
and take risks in order to get this message
blow your mind (and your vulva), all hail the
across to the consumer. Hot Octopuss not
Queen! There will also be several more
only makes masturbation an open
exciting launches throughout 2017 around
conversation (with recognition on
the male category so stay tuned!!
SNL/NBC/TMZ and many more), but they
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The creativity of the Brazilian brands

seems to be endless.
exclusive

T h e p r e s i d e n t o f th e B r a z ilia n Asso cia tio n o f C o mp a nies o f th e E ro tic a nd Sensua l Ma rket

With 11,000 points of sale and 60,000 salespersons, the

„

You are the president of the Brazilian
Association of Companies of the Erotic and
Brazilian market doesn’t have to shy away from comparisons
Sensual Market. What exactly is the goal of this
organisation and which role do you play in it?
with the European and North American markets. We spoke
Paula Aguiar: The Brazilian Association of
with Paula Aguiar, president of a Brazilian association for the
Companies of the Erotic and Sensual Market
(ABEME) was created on July 2, 2002, in
adult market. In our interview, she grants us
São Paulo, just after the Erotika
fascinating insights into the biggest South
Fair of that year, supported by
the major companies on
American market and she explains
the Brazilian market.
ABEME’s major obwhy cosmetics, lubricants, and
jectives include: a
consumables are so very
union of the com„TO D AY, O N LY 1 7 %
panies; the fight
popular in this region.
against prejuO F TH E B R A Z I L I A N
dice toward
the professioP O P U L ATI O N U S E S O M E
nals who work
with erotic
S O R T O F E R OTI C
products; proP R O D U C T. ”
vidiing consolidated numbers
PA U L A A G U I A R
(data) to the economic press; giving content and information to
businesspeople as well
as welcoming new entrepreneurs. We also propose laws
and norms that affect our market.
In September of 2010, I assumed temporary
ABEME presidency, then being voted into
this position in August 2013. My role is to represent the businesspeople and the market
in front of society, public agencies, and
press, guiding people’s interest to our proPaula Aguiar is
ducts and business. I went to Marketing
president of
School so proposing innovations is also an
ABEME, the
Brazilian
important part of my work at ABEME. Being
Association of
part of the Terminology of Assistive Products
Companies of the
ISO Committee (theme: products for sexual
Erotic and
Sensual Market
activities for people with motor or intellectual
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 3 / 2 0 1 7
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deficiencies) and the Committee of Regulation of
Mechanical Contraceptives (condoms, IUD) are
among my responsibilities as well.
I started working in the erotic market in 2000, as ecommerce manager for a sex shop. Since then, I
worked for factories, developed product lines (in
2016: ‘Sex’ Athletes’ for the Olympic Games, ‘Best
Age’ for people over 60, among others), worked in
distribution and in virtual sex shops. I coordinated
courses about the market and I have been promoting fairs, events, and business.
I wrote my first book in 2008, talking about the origins of the erotic market in the world and in Brazil,
including reports I heard from the pioneers in my
country. I have published 15 books about the market and erotic products so far, including the Gospel
Guide of Sex Shops (that shows how to sell sex
toys to religious people); Erotic ABC, the sex
dictionary (to provide shopkeepers with a guide on
fetishes and sexual dysfunctions), and the e-book
Vibrator, the Book (that talks about the sale and
use of different types of vibrators).
In 2016, the global erotic market turned 70 and I
gave lectures all over Brazil, telling the story of
Beate Uhse, because it is important to get to
know the woman who created all of this.
Her story is inspirational for our homebased consultants, about 60 thousand
women selling products in a door-todoor business model. Across all regions, Brazil has about 11,000
points of sale for erotic products
(sex toys).
What are the latest developments
in the Brazilian adult market?
Paula Aguiar: Our major concern is
to train the people currently working
in sex shops, who are looking to provide more professional service to their
customers. The employees must have
knowledge of the use of the products they
are selling; they need to know how to properly answer the questions customers may
have. It is common that, in sex shops, the role of
the employee is more than that of a mere store attendant. They are sexual counsellors, confidants,
educators, and knowledge disseminators. The
concept “educate for consumption” is being fully
developed. All of the big brands rely on sexologists, sexual educators, products coaches, handbooks, and explanatory e-books, not to mention
sexuality Youtubers who give hints on how to use
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A G U I A R

„ACROSS ALL REGIONS,

the products.
Courses, lectures, and workshops are taking place on a
regular basis.
The idea is to
generate a big
amount of
knowledge that,
within a short period of time, will
strengthen and expand
the market. Today, only
17% of the Brazilian population use some sort of erotic pro-

BRAZIL HAS ABOUT
11,000 POINTS OF SALE
FO R E R OTI C P R O D U C T S
 S E X TOY S  . ”
PA U L A A G U I A R

duct.
Brazil has had some turbulent economic and political times. How did these developments affect the
adult market?
Paula Aguiar: We saw an increase of almost 20% in
2013. Since the end of 2014, the market has been
declining because of the difficult situation. Unfortu-

I N T E R V I E W

Lubricant-filled capsules that are
inserted into the vagina are very
popular in Brazil

nately, the current crisis has affected the
growth we were experiencing. However, we
are still one of the few market economies
with positive indexes (3%), which is due to
the sales channels’ efforts and the search for
new customers, selling products outside of
sex shops, at events, shows, bazaars, and
common events, for instance.
The interest of the best Brazilian manufacturers in exporting sensual cosmetics has also
proven an effective a way of facing the current crisis.
Brazil is traditionally a Catholic country. Does
the adult industry feel this in their day to day
business? How accepting is
the public of erotic products?
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Paula Aguiar: For more than a decade, we
have been advertising, through print and television press, that sex toys are helpers in
marriage, connecting couples in their intimacy and being a source of dialogue about
their relationship, about pleasure, and sex.
As far as the religious aspect is concerned,
there are Couples Meetings in churches; the
products also traditionally a big part of lingerie showers, as a gift to fiancées who will
marry in church (event created by Fátima
Moura, more than 15 years ago — friends
and/or sisters throw a party for the bride-tobe, call a sensual arts teacher to give a sex
and pleasure lecture, teach how to use erotic
products, give sexy underwear and sex toys
to the bride-to-be; it is a fun meeting for
everyone).
There is still a lot of prejudice but more and
more women of all ages are accepting these
products. By separating these products from
pornography, we can attract more customers. Today, less than 1% of the items sold
on Brazilian sex shops are related to explicit
sex (photos or porn movies) which helps with
the religious question.
Do you spot any new trends in the Brazilian
market at the moment? Which products are
in high demand right now?
Paula Aguiar: Accessories and technology
have never been the strong point of the Brazilian industry. On the other hand, the cosmetics industry is probably among the most
successful in the world, and has been a big
reason for the Brazilian market growing and
prospering. To give you an idea of the potential of these products in the country: There
are more than 40 flavours of oral sex gel, including traditional sweets like the famous brigadeiro (chocolate based), typical fruits such
as açaí, guarana, and litchi, drinks like caipirinha, Amarulla or red wine, and even Bahia
pepper. The concept of “adult candies” is immensely popular, as well as sexual health topics and social responsibility inside of the
erotic and sensual industry.
Apart from products for oral sex, other products that are very successful include gels
that diminish pain during anal sex or stimulate the genital organs through warming,
cooling, pulsating and swelling effects. There
are also lotions that make the woman
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nine empowerment, and fighting prejudice, regulatory issues, not to mention projects to prevent
STDs and HIV/AIDS. These are some of the subjects always on our agenda.
In some categories, there is great competition,
which makes it important for the manufacturers to
be present at events, in the press, and in the daily
lives of shopkeepers and consumers.

Paula Aguiar in
her store in
Sao Paulo

“tighter” and other great sales
successes that were created
in Brazil, such as the explosive balls - gelatinous capsules filled with coconut oil or other vegetal oil - that must be
inserted in the vagina a few seconds before the penetration and
“explodes” because of the body
temperature, serving as a lubricant
and intimate perfume. It is a pleasant
and hot sensation.
Supplements and energising capsules are also
popular novelties. For instance, the famous “witch
powder”, made from guarana, catuaba and other
“aphrodisiac” plants, has had a guaranteed place
in the market for more than a decade. It is the indigenous wisdom of the Amazon brought to the erotic market.
Not only is Brazil a market with over 100 million
consumers, it is also a country where a lot of adult
products are being manufactured. Could you tell us
a bit more about the situation of the manufacturers
in your home country?
Paula Aguiar: Brazilian businesspeople relentlessly
seek to expand their customer base, and even in
times of political and economic crisis, their products releases do not stop. They invest in fairs in
São Paulo (Erotika Fair – June, 2017) and Rio de
Janeiro (Sexy Fair – April, 2017) where the season’s new products are presented and sales trainings and commercial lectures are conducted.
As far as products are concerned, highlights include the Gospel segment, super heroes, and
Olympic tributes, a premium line with caviar, a segment for people with special necessities, projects
dedicated to building self-esteem, supporting femi-
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Informing people
about STDs and HIV in
particular is an
important aspect of
the work of Brazilian
adult retailers

In recent times, lotions with jambu extract called the “liquid vibrator” - have gotten
especially popular. How do these products work and why do people love
them?
Paula Aguiar: This is a really successful product and it comes in
different versions: spray, gel, or lip
gloss, with strawberry, mint, and
chocolate aroma. It can be used
on the genital area or on the lips.
But there are people who use it on
drinks, by adding or putting it on the
edge of the glasses or on the straws.
The idea of a gel that creates the sensation of a vibrator, without the concern
about motors or phallic designs made the
product a hit in Brazil. The creativity of the Brazilian brands seems to be endless.
Is there something manufacturers in other countries could learn from their Brazilian counterparts?
Paula Aguiar: I believe one suggestion would be to
document the history, consumption, and collect
statistical data; get organised in an association and
seek to break taboos and prejudices related to the
industry. We also consider the erotic product as an
important tool to improving people’s sexual health
and, therefore, seminars, congresses, and training
courses for retail sales staff must be based on education on the use or consumption of the products,
on their quality and on the sexual wellness effects
for the consumers. Providing training and information materials (about the correct and responsible
use of the products) is the responsibility of the manufacturers.
How hard is it for Brazilian companies to export
such products to the EU? Are the regulations in
both regions similar?
Paula Aguiar: Brazilian companies have much more
difficulties because Europe still does not know the
full potential of our products and not because of
bureaucratic issues. Brazil has some of the most riw w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 3 / 2 0 1 7
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Sex expert Neusa
Pandolfo at “Sexy Fair”

Which trends do you expect to
shape the Brazilian erotic
market in the future?
Paula Aguiar: Starting this
year, we are launching a
„ S TA R TI N G TH I S Y E A R ,
study and regulation committee that will involve cergid legislations in
WE ARE LAUNCHING A
tification and technical
the world when it
standards for the procomes to cosmetics
S T U DY A N D R E G U L ATI O N
ducts marketed in the
and foods (ANVISA
country. This is a pioneer
– regulatory agency
C O M M I T T E E TH AT W I L L
project, worldly speaking.
similar to FDA and
I N V O LV E C E R TI F I C ATI O N
All of this is happening as
CE).
a partnership among maIt is not easy to reAND TECHNICAL
nufacturers, importers,
ceive ANVISA’s apand industry entrepreproval, there are
S TA N D A R D S FO R TH E
neurs, with ABEME’s coldeadlines and the
laboration. It is a way of
costs are high,
PRODUCTS MARKETED IN
introducing our organisaespecially for costion to the society, shometic products and
TH E C O U N T RY. ”
wing that we are a serious
intimate lubricants.
PA U L A A G U I A R
industry.
It is more difficult to
The tendency is to turn
get the necessary
the erotic product into an
documents for exaccessory of sexual emportation from the
powerment, a tool for feminine pleasure, a
Brazilian regulatory agency than to get the
way of connecting for couples (hetero, homo,
release in the importing country.
bi, or any form of love and pleasure) without
prejudice, if possible.
What would you say are the biggest proIn Brazil, we respect the 70 years of history
blems the Brazilian adult market is facing
since our pioneer Beate Uhse started it all,
right now?
but we go further, we want to make history
Paula Aguiar: Well, the crisis affected the
by making sex shops public utility stores, bewhole country and this is reflected in the
cause of their relevance in the fight and presales. The Chinese invasion is also a big convention of STDs, but also because they cater
cern for the manufacturers and importers of
to needs and necessities related to the serenowned brands, but that is a global conxual health of the consumers.
cern that affects other markets as well.

A collection of Brazilian
adult products
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The market for penis growth
products is expanding rapidly.
Penis fitness has become a term
many people know about, like
sexual wellness or sexual health.
But which penis enlargement
products really work, i.e. which
products generate results?
How do the consumers decide
which product to buy? And how
can retailers help their customers
find the solution that best suits
their expectations?
EAN asked these questions, and
Klaus Pedersen, Managing Partner
at DanaLife & DanaMedic,
provided the answers.
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Apart from better self esteem …

we also sell a permanently bigger penis

ex c lu s i v e

Pe n i s f i tn e s s i s th e n e w e s t co mp o nent to sex ua l h ea lth a nd wellness emerging in a dult reta il

„

There are many penis enlargement products on
the market – pills, creams, pumps, penis extenders,
etc. But at the end of the day, it’s up to the
consumers to pick one. What are the factors that
have the biggest impact on a consumer’s decision to
buy a certain product?
Klaus Pedersen: What are the men looking for?
The truth! And nothing but the truth!
Since there are not many 'penis products' which
have high mainstream brand or name awareness,
consumers must rely on what is recommended to
them by their seller (stores and webshops). What the
male consumer then decides to buy depends largely
on whether the 'seller' is acting as a 'sales person' or
as a 'customer advisor'. And whether the seller is
being truthful!
Men will typically look for products offering better
stamina and stronger erections, higher or lower
sensitivity, intermediate or permanent growth.
Pre-purchase, they will look for positive reviews and
relevant documentation from the manufacturer. As for
reviews, this is a difficult arena given that many
(specifically online) reviews are often not valid/truthful
or manufactured by sellers/affiliates etc. Also, you
won’t find adequate information for many penis
enlargement products online. The consumers are left
with the seller claims! We hear lots of stories of
consumers entering adult stores asking 'please give
me everything you have for penis growth, I will buy it
all because something HAS to work' – they tried stuff
that did not work, and are desperate to find
something that DOES work. At the end of day, there
is only so much you can do to achieve permanent
penis growth. Not many methods are clinically and
medically proven! You can either to have enlargement
surgery done (quite expensive and with a high
post-operative risk factor) or you can do peniletraction which is what we offer. For intermediate
growth, there are some penis pumps with a high
degree of trustworthy consumer-based proof, and
these can to considered as a first-use option.
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You have established MaleEdge and Jes-Extender as a
quality option for penis enlargement, even providing
scientific proof of your products’ effectiveness. How did,
and do the consumers respond to this kind of scientific
evidence?
Klaus: We see a mixture of both belief and disbelief! For
many years, the 'segment' of penis enlargement has
been dominated by products that do not work –
products which were often quite aggressively marketed.
However, they were not marketed very truthfully, to say
the least. Therefore, some consumers are hesitant to
believe our claims at first, but when diving into what we
can document – including third-party documentation –
and what we can offer guarantee-wise (double money
back guarantee), we often see them become 'believers'
and they opt to try our methods and products.
Are product and sales training for
retailers and distributors an
important part of your strategy?
What about sales-promoting
materials for the point of sale?
Klaus: Yes, it is! And we have
had an OK success with our
'POS product kits', for shop
staff to train under the
guidance of their shopmanagers etc., being quizzed
on the most important FAQs,
etc. These kits include tester
products, printed Q&As and a
comprehensive sales and training
video. Another important element
of the shop kits:
consumer handout brochures which are
equal to what
the staff have
trained
with.

Klaus Pedersen,
Managing Partner
DanaLife &
DanaMedic

I N T E R V I E W

This graphic demonstrates the USPs of MaleEdge & Jes-Extender

sales opportunities, big
time. What we deliver is
very different from what is
„ S I N C E TH E R E A R E N OT
common practice in
shops and on websites,
MANY 'PENIS PRODUCTS'
who mix many different
W H I C H H AV E H I G H M A I N 
product types and solutions into one segment,
STREAM BRAND OR NAME
calling it 'Enlargement',
'Enlargers', 'Pumps' etc.
AWA R E N E S S , C O N S U M E R S
It turns out that, without
better information from
M U S T R E LY O N W H AT I S
'sellers' (websites and
shop staff), many
R E C O M M E N D E D TO TH E M
consumers are willing to
BY TH E I R S E L L E R . “
often try almost any
suggested solution for
KLAUS PEDERSEN
penis growth. We offer a
Given scientific proof and
double money back
guaranteed
guarantee to counter any
results, you
misconceptions about our products and their
should probably have very little
ability to deliver what we claim. On our websites,
competition in this field – or am I
we hear from many consumers that most of the
oversimplifying the situation?
'penis growth' products they bought over time
Klaus: It´s not that simple! Firstly, you are
have in essence been useless and therefore feel
correct in saying that we offer the only
like a scam to them. And they push us and ask
device-based solution for true permanent
why our product would be better and if it would
penis growth achieved over time. And we
actually work for them? So, competition is
are the only solution whose
definitely there – since claims are claims and
effectiveness is documented in medical
consumers often believe also incorrect claims. We
trials and tests (our own as well as
cannot say a certain product is OK/not OK just
third-party tests).
because of what the producer claims, but we see
We believe that any adult retailer who does
that only few producers go the extra mile and can
not see this for what it is – a separate adult
actually present reliable medical research about
category of 'permanent growth' - is missing out on
Just as important, we focus on
training deep-and-wide
at the distributor level to
allow their sales and
support staff to take what
they learn from the brand
training to the market.
Some distributors are
doing a great job helping
their clients with full-scale
online seminar trainings
so the shop staff can
achieve a 'qualified seller'
status for a specific
brand or product.
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consumers. Looking on
what is available for 'the
penis' from a macro
“8 OUT OF 10 MEN WHO
level, you can categorise
MaleEdge and Jesthe market as shown
Extender are quality
PURCHASE OUR PRO
above in the USP
products, and quality
DUCTS US DO SO PRIMA
schematic.
usually comes at a price.
And if a 'seller' just
And a higher price can be
R I LY B E C A U S E O F TH E
sells within what the
off-putting for consudifferent categories are
mers, or is that argument
' M A N  TO  M A N ' C O M PA R I 
actually able to deliver, it
not valid any longer?
will turn out to be an
Klaus: All is relative when
S O N I S S U E  TH E Y A R E
upsell – not a down-sell.
it comes to pricing and
Don’t oversell, but
cost-conception. It turns
F E E L I N G S M A L L E R TH A N
advise, and make the
out that we see no
TH E N E X T G U Y. ”
client see what works for
consumer hesitance on
him, then he will definitely
pricing once a customer
KLAUS PEDERSEN
return to your store. This
stops looking at the
is also why we feel that
product as an adult toy,
our products are their
but starts seeing it as a
own separate category - 'Permanent growth'.
product that will make him feel better about
himself. So, what does it actually cost? Not much
Put differently, how many products in the lower
compared to what we pay for watches,
price category would a retailer have to sell to
clothes, tech/phones, etc. It is a very easy
equal the profit margin of one MaleEdge
investment for most men to manage with our
extender?
MRP being ranging from 129 euro to 299 euro.
Klaus: One sale of a MaleEdge or Jes-Extender
And what do we actually sell? Apart from
better self esteem … we also sell a permanently
equals 'many' lower priced products – and it
bigger penis! Our offer is as much a solution for
generates both high profit and high cash-value
personal development as it is a solution for higher
per sale. With the MRP being 129 euro to 299
self-esteem. We successfully work with 'Penis
euro, it is well worth the sales time spent.
Fitness' as a concept to push this message since
consumers can relate to the feeling-better/
getting-fitter principle.
And why do our clients buy our products?
One main reason is the locker room syndrome –
where many men do not feel good about
themselves. 8 out of 10 men who purchase our
products us do so primarily because of the
'man-to-man' comparison issue – they are feeling
smaller than the next guy.
the effectiveness of their
product.

To overstate the case: If all customers take a
MaleEdge extender home, achieve the results
they desire and live happily ever after, won’t
that be the last the trade sees of them –
while pills, creams, pumps, etc. promise
repeat sales for retailers?
Klaus: Absolutely not! If the sale is done
correctly, a client will know that he also needs to
invest in other solutions besides permanent
growth. Also, all product categories have their
own proven effect and 'happy' factor with the
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Le Wand is a stylised, fresh, and sexy approach

to an all time, best-selling sex toy.
exclusive

A l i c i a S i n c l a i r p r e s e nts Le Wa nd

Hitachi’s Magic Wand was launched in the late Sixties, soon to
become one of the most iconic products of the adult industry.
Unfortunately, many modern wand massagers still seem to
be taking their aesthetic cues from that era. Alicia
Sinclair aims to change that with Le Wand, her
own interpretation of the classic concept. In
our interview, we learn more about this
fter launching a
company specialinew product and discuss the
sing in anal toys with BVibe last year, your newest
marriage of elegant
y
er
ev tion
project is called Le Wand. Why
n
i
u
design and proven
d ol
did you choose this category?
ve ev
ol gn
v
Which potential do you see here?
in esi
technology.
as s d

A

Alicia Sinclair: Vibrating Wand Massagers
have long been women’s go-to pleasure tool.
However, I’ve always found the aesthetics and
design of wands rather unappealing, industrial
and masculine. I believe sex toys should feel like,
and inspire sexiness and pleasure. In my humble
opinion, Le Wand satisfies this need in the market
by offering a refined classic wand massager with
upgraded features and gorgeous design. The
product feels special and that easily translates to
the customer. I see great potential for Le Wand.
Wand massagers are well known to be a
best-selling sex toy.

How does Le Wand set itself apart from its
competition?
Alicia Sinclair: Le Wand is a stylised, fresh, and
sexy approach to an all time, best-selling sex toy.
This premium product collection, is 100%
body-safe, has a powerful rechargeable battery,
includes a travel case and multiuse texture cover,
and arrives luxury, gift-able packaging.
The Le Wand collection offers innovative
accessories designed with pleasure and
satisfaction in mind. Our silicone attachments
include weighted balls inside the silicone for a
fuller sensation, stronger transmission of
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vibration, and the
ability to heat and cool
with warm or cold water.
I’ve also created multi-use,
disposable “Texture Covers” that
slip on to the top of the wand to
vary sensation. There is nothing like this
currently marketed for wand use.
I’m committed to beautiful point of sale
presentation and we offer truly gorgeous displays
and merchandising materials to enable sales at
the retail level.
Wand massagers have been on the market for a
long time. How hard was it to give this old
concept a new twist?
Alicia Sinclair: Wand massagers have always
been among my personal favourite sex toys.
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The wand vibrator
launched on March 1

Why did you choose to use the French-sounding
name Le Wand?
Alicia Sinclair: The French language is sensual and
sexy. I wanted Le Wand to feel like this as well.

What is more important to the customer in your opinion:
an elegant design or the functions a product has to
offer?
Alicia Sinclair: I believe that elegant design is easier to
translate to a consumer than product function, but
ultimately it would be my preference to combine design
and function rather than choosing one over the other.

stimulation. This attachment features ripples along the
insert-able portion for intense sensation and provides a
feeling of fullness from the weight.
Will there be additional attachments or other accessories? Do you already have specific plans for the future of
Le Wand?
Alicia Sinclair: Yes; There’s some thought to add
additional attachments or accessories, but nothing
in the coming year.
Le Wand is dedicated to promoting sexual wellness
and pleasure with engaging branding and marketing
that offers a fresh, sex-positive take on the popular
wand massager. The future of Le Wand includes over
25 articles dedicated to providing comprehensive
information about everything from anatomy, position
guides, to dispelling common myths about wand use.

The design process was a personal journey into
creating a product that reflects the innovation and style
I’ve always longed to see in this category.

What was your role in the design of Le Wand? What
can you tell us about the company behind the product?
Alicia Sinclair: I worked on every aspect of the design
process of Le Wand from initial concept of the wand
and accessories, to the travel case, packaging, logo,
catalogues, website… You name it. This line is a
personal labour of love and I’ve been involved in
every step of the process.

„ L E WA N D S P E A K S TO
WOMEN. IT PRESENTS
TH E WA N D M A S S A G E R I N
TH E M O S T F L AT T E R I N G
WAY A N D F E E L S L I K E A
S E X Y P I E C E O F A R T TH AT
I S M E A N T TO B E LO V E D . “

Le Wand has attachments for different experiences.
Which attachments are those and which sensations do
they offer?
Alicia Sinclair: Our Weighted Silicone Attachments
provide intense targeted stimulation and an amazing
feeling of fullness. We offer two styles- Curve and
Ripple. Curve is perfectly shaped for g-spot stimulation.
It has a sweeping shape that is precisely weighted
in the bulbous tip, making it firm and especially
satisfying. There is also an external contact
for clitoral stimulation.
Ripple is designed for the
Blended Orgasm (clitoral and
vaginal orgasm) by offering
intense pleasure during “in
and out” motion and an
external contact
for clitoral
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ALICIA SINCLAIR

The technology and the power
are also important, especially for a
wand. Which features does Le
Wand offer besides its design?
Alicia Sinclair: Le Wand features
10 distinctive, rumbly vibration
speeds and 20 vibration patterns.
The sleek design provides
focused vibration in the head of
the wand. The battery is very
powerful and three hours of
charge will result in three hours of
use. Le Wand can be used
globally, as we offer plugs
compatible for use in Europe,
North America, Australia, and the
United Kingdom. The collection
has CE and RoHS certifications.

You first presented Le Wand to the public at the end of
January. How has the feedback by the industry been so
far?
Alicia Sinclair: The feedback has been overwhelmingly
strong. I was somewhat surprised myself, because
there are so many wands already available on the
market. Le Wand speaks to women though. It presents
the wand massager in the most flattering way and feels
like a sexy piece of art that is meant to be loved.
When will Le Wand be available for retailers in Europe?
Are you working with distributors in this region?
Alicia Sinclair: Le Wand will be available in Europe on
March 1. Eropartner carries the complete collection.

I N T E R V I E W

I have complete creative freedom.
M i c h a e l H a rriso n is video gra p h er a t B a th ma te

ex c l u s i v e

Product photography, product videos, social media – those are Michael Harrisons‘ areas of expertise and he puts that knowledge to good use at Bathmate.
EAN wanted to learn more about Michael’s work, the creative process, and
Bathmate’s social media activities, so we asked him for an interview.

„

Michael, your duties at
creative input in my visuals too (I just choose
Bathmate include product
to ignore them).
photography and the
creation of videos. Do you
How much room is there for your own creative
have an artistic/creative
ideas when you create product images or probackground, or did you only
duct videos?
start honing
Michael: I have complete
these skills at
creative freedom, I've
Bathmate?
been given a very, very
Michael Harrison: I've
large amount of rope to
“ I G U E S S TH E M O S T
do as I please with,
always been super
though in all likelihood, I
creative, I started off
C H A L L E N G I N G PA R T I S
will hang myself with it
making music videos
one day. I've been close
and taking pictures of
KEEPING IT FRESH AND
already. Twice.
models whilst working
R E L E VA N T. ”
full time so it's only
Are there big differences
since joining Bathmate
MICHAEL HARRISON
between product pics
I've been able to focus
and product videos for
solely on becoming the
adult products and
best photographer and
pictures or videos for
videographer I can be.
things like packet soups, fly swatters, or riding
I’m constantly learning though and appreciate
mowers?
the risk they took in hiring me.
Michael: Yeah, I'd be mildly confused if you put
What do you find most interesting and
your penis anywhere near a packet of soup, fly
challenging about this part of your job – i.e.
swatter or a ride on mower but I would probably
creating appealing imagery of penis pumps?
still photograph it anyway. Works work, right?
Michael: I guess the most challenging part is
How and where do Bathmate use your photos
keeping it fresh and relevant. I work
and videos?
alongside a brilliant team of guys though, Ian
Michael: My photos and videos are used on
(Head of Design), Elliot (4D quantum) and
Sam (3D stuff I don’t understand) all have a
websites, brochures, boxes, trade shows,

Bathmate’s videographer,
Michael Harrison
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Graffiti for a
video shoot

“ M Y P H OTO S A N D V I D E O S
ARE USED ON WEBSITES,
B R O C H U R E S , B OX E S ,
stores and social media
platforms.
The necessary equipment
is readily available: graphics-capable computer,
digital camera, and a few
lamps for lighting. But
can you produce acceptable results this way, or are
people better served by
turning to professionals if
they want appealing product videos and photos?
Michael: It depends, you get
what you pay for but I'm
also of the opinion of if it's
right, it's right. I started out
with an old camera and laptop that were given to me
and they served me well.

T R A D E S H O W S , S TO R E S ,
AND SOCIAL MEDIA
P L AT FO R M S . ”
MICHAEL HARRISON

You are also in charge of Bathmate’s social
media presence. Would you mind giving us
an overview of the various activities you take
care of in this capacity?
Michael: Of course, it's essentially going
through dick pics. People seem very pleased
with our products and like to send me proof.
I've seen lots of penises. We tend to be very
on trend so we look at what's going on in the
world at that specific time and put our own
little Bathmate twist on it. Donald Pump went
down quite well.
How important is social media for the Bathmate brand?
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Michael: Extremely,
in fact it's become
an important tool to
pretty much every
business.
What is the response to Bathmate’s social media
activities?
Michael: Varied, my
selfies get a lot of
love, obviously. Ha
ha, I joke, I guess
some people are extremely open and

engage with us but others for obvious reason
prefer not to engage so publicly.
Are you limited in your social media activities
because of the subject matter – i.e. because
many people don’t feel comfortable talking
about penis pumps?
Michael: In a way, but also in a way we can
have a lot more fun due to the nature of our
business, I wouldn’t change it for the world.
Is there a secret to being successful in social
networks?
Michael: Be yourself, within reason.
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What makes us great is us, our insatiable

desire to please and create the best products we can.
exclusive

A d a m B r e e do n o n GO DE MIC H E ’s sp a rkling f uture

The products of British brand
GODEMICHE are all created
by hand – including their
latest collection, called
Effulgence, which consists of
dildos with a sparkling effect.
EAN interviewed Adam
Breedon, co-founder and
co-owner of GODEMICHE,
and apart from the
interesting new products,
was also spoke about the
passion and the dedication
of his team as it continues on
its own course, finding
success off the beaten path
of mass production.

„

Effulgence – that is the name of your new
collection. What can we expect from these
products?
Adam Breedon: Expect to be visually hypnotised
with the overwhelming glittering beauty packed in
to a staple sex toy, still handmade, still unique
and still affordable.

Adam Breedon, co-founder and
co-owner of GODEMICHE

In a recent press release, you call Effulgence
'the sparkliest sex toys you will ever see!' How
complicated is it to add the sparkling effect to
these dildos?
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 3 / 2 0 1 7

Adam: A fact we stand firmly by as they are ‘the sparkliest sex toys you will ever see!’. It’s not a question of
how complicated is it as anyone can add sparkle but
more how well its executed. It’s been a learning curve
as to how we make them really sparkle, the key has
been REALLY sparkle, the pros and the cons, but as silicone toys are our specialty, it’s not been too difficult.

the most effective and rewarding for everybody involved.

„W E C A R E A B O U T
Does this factor have an impact on the consumers‘ purchasing decision?
I F TH E Y F I T I N TO A
Adam: How we do business
and why we do business has a
SEGMENT OF A
huge impact on a customer’s
purchasing decision. People
BUSINESS PLAN.”
buy from us based on emoADAM BREEDON
tion, because they need to, it’s
that feeling, that unknown
need that even they themselves can’t put the finger on.
That emotion comes from our core values, our work ethic and our ability to communicate them through any
outlets we can.

H E L P I N G P E O P L E N OT
Is there still great demand in traditional silicone dildos, or
are people more interested in modern, technology-fuelled vibrators? Do they prefer products with remote or
app controls?
Adam: Technology will always peak people interest but
its only ever for a marginal amount of time before the
next new competitive gismo takes over the interest.
What people demand and need more than ever is the
knowledge that their needs and desire are met to an
above satisfactory standard. We create products for
people to enjoy, to admire, to feel like they are somehow
included in and that YES, we do care. The product or its
place in the thriving technology structure is irrelevant if
people don’t believe in your brand and its ethos.
Like 'Gleam', your new collection was created in cooperation with Yummy Gummy. Would you mind giving us
some information about Yummy Gummy and your collaboration?
Adam: The collaboration is born out of hard work and
an unrivalled love for what we do, both ourselves and
Rebecca at Yummy Gummy. The ideas inception came
at a fetish market we both attend in Birmingham, United
Kingdome and from there we discussed how to replicate the Gleam to match her Gleam dress. It was about
giving the customer something more than just a beautiful dress or toy it was about creating a beautiful outfit,
something unique, handmade and matching. Our relationship has only grown stronger and, as a result, more
pleased customers.
Your products are created by hand. How do the consumers, the trade members, and the industry respond to
this approach?
Adam: Yes, everything we create is all done by hand,
yes it’s a USP but I feel it has very little meaning or
weight in the industry and only a marginal effect to our
customers. How we make a product is only one link in
the chain, why we make them, what materials we use
to make them, the people who make them, all of these
are contributing factors as to how others both consumer and trade respond do our business muddle of
handmade products. We squash any fears, help with
every question, and go out or way to give everybody the
best experience possible and that approach has been
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Which target audience are you catering to with your
products?
Adam: We have never looked to target an audience, but
rather looked to crate the things we want to see and
address the problems we as consumers had had at the
beginning. From there we have listened to what our
customers have said and attempted to address those
problems or needs. Asking isn’t the important bit, the
listing is and when you listen you learn, grow, and develop is a brand with loyal followings. We care about helping people not if they fit in to a segment of a business
plan.

Adam describes
GODEMICHE‘s new
Effulgence collection as
“the sparkliest sex toys
you will ever see!'

Would you say that your products represent a counter
concept to factory-made, mass-produced sex toys?
Adam: I think we are more of a hybrid brand, our entire
process is handmade with its artisan qualities, dedication, and love yet we have a system that allows us to

I N T E R V I E W

Adam believes that GODEMICHE’s
commitment to the established brand
philosophy is key to the brand’s success

„TH E R E I S A G R E AT
Q U OT E ‘ W I N N E R S F O C U S
O N W I N N I N G , LO S E R S
FOCUS ON THE WINNER’
W E A R E FO C U S E D O N
T H E G O A L S W E WA N T TO
ACHIEVE AND THE PEOPLE
W E WA N T T O H E L P. ”
ADAM BREEDON

create unique items on a larger scale. Our ability
to be hands on with every item at every process
during its creation makes us much, much more
than a factory-made product, we have a story to
tell, a journey to follow. Yet we have a slightly different outlook on how we get our products to
consumers than an artisan might have and there
lies our hybrid brand.

vice, making sure customers buy the right product
for the right things and most importantly enjoy the
whole experience. Having a business partner,
another captain trying to steer the ship is would
only be counterproductive. We surround ourselves
with people more knowledgeable than us in areas
where we are lacking and the help is beneficial to
making the GODEMICHE service better.

Do you also want to bring these products to
mainland Europe? And, on that note: Do you prefer working with distributors, or are you more
comfortable collaborating directly with the trade?
Adam: We are growing our European retailers organically, early adopters have had the benefits of
seeing the brand grow and reaping the rewards
of our continued social media assault. Moving forward discussions with distributors are happening,
something we hope will bring our brand closer to
new customers. We enjoy the industry and are
quite happy working with likeminded organizations or individuals of aline with our ethics and core
values.

What is your opinion on the current situation in
the adult market? Is there enough innovation in
product development?
Adam: Every market has its up and downs, true
market leaders sail through the waves and make
a business grow in an up or down market. On the
face or it I feel the adult market has slowed but I
would have to confess to not paying much attention to it. There is a great quote ‘Winners focus
on winning, losers focus on the winner’ we are focused on the goals we want to achieve and the
people we want to help.

Are you looking for in potential business partners?
Adam: No, what makes us great is us, our insatiable desire to please and create the best products
we can. Yes, we are a business and need to make
money but its second to dispensing help and ad-
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What is next for Godemiche? Will you continue to
focus on hand-crafted products?
Adam: Growth! We have to always be growing,
always developing, always be helping and we
will always make things by hand. We have
some outlandish ideas, some will work other
will not, but the one constant is that we will
grow by helping people.
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Strong brands have a

magnetic eﬀect on the consumers.
exclusive

EAN ask Jürgen Heyer, the Senior Account Manager Sex
Trade at Reckitt Benckiser,
what we can expect from
Durex this year. One thing that
becomes obvious in our interview is that Durex make sure
to be present wherever their
target audience go shopping.
We also learn that Durex will
remain faithful to its distribution strategy as Jürgen explains the advantages of
working with wholesalers and distributors.

Jürgen Heyer,
Senior Account
Manager Sex
Trade at
Reckitt Benckiser

D u r e x w a n ts to be wh ere th e co nsumers a re, a lso in 2017

„

Let’s take a look at the past year. Is Durex
happy with 2016 from a business standpoint?
Jürgen Heyer: 2016 was a successful year for
market leader Durex. We experienced
continued growth and successfully introduced
our new Durex Invisible condoms, the Durex
Play Warming lubricant, and our new sex toys,
the Durex Pleasure Ring and the Durex Play
Delight mini vibrator.
Condoms and lubricants/intimate gels are
traditionally Durex‘ strong suit. How are these
product categories faring compared to all the
vibrating competition on the store shelves?
Jürgen Heyer: Condoms still hold a very
important position in the market. They
represent an effective contraceptive,
and they are also the only reliable
protection against sexually transmitted
diseases. As for lubricants – more and
more people are discovering the
advantages these products offer. In
Germany, 41% of sexually active people
use lubricant. And Durex has also been a
force in the sex toy market for several years.
The developments in this market are
highly positive, as it is becoming
a normal thing to own and
use a sex toy. For
instance, 71% of
Germans aged 25
to 34 have such
products at home, with
vibrators being the
most popular option
at 62%. (Source:
Durex, study carried
out by Censuswide among
1,001 German
women and
men over 18,
February 2016).

The traditional adult market continues to
change. Do these changes represent
opportunities for Durex, or is the adult
market becoming less important as a
distribution channel for your products?
Jürgen Heyer: The adult brick and mortar trade
is – and will remain to be – an important
channel of distribution for us, but we also see
that more and more consumers do their
shopping online. What’s important for us is to
offer our products wherever our target
audience is looking for them, and we will adjust
our distribution strategy accordingly.
As the marketplace is changing, there is also a
big discussion about 'brands in the adult market', and opinions vary greatly. What is Durex’
view on the brand situation?
Jürgen Heyer: Brands are very much a reality in
the adult market. As a matter of fact, they are
one of the biggest drawing cards in our
industry. A well-established brand like Durex
stands for quality and trust. This brand
image rubs off on the adult market
and the shops that offer these
products. Strong brands have a
magnetic effect on the
consumers. That’s true for the
brick and mortar trade in
general, and also for the
modern adult market.
Durex has always been in the
vanguard when it comes to
'normalising' adult products,
educating people, and
promoting safer sex and sexual
wellness. How happy are you with the
results of this mission, and what are the next
steps for Durex?
Jürgen Heyer: Durex will continue to champion
education, contraception, and prevention. In
2016 alone, we handed out roughly 250,000
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condom samples to AIDS support groups, school
programmes, samplings at sports events, and festivals.
Also, roughly 60,000 students received our Durex
school package in the 2015/2016 school year. At the
same time, we want to inspire
everybody to have a healthy and
happy sex life. To that end, we will
stick with our mission objective,
because having safer sex is a sign
of confidence; fostering your sexual
health and wellbeing should
never be something to be
ashamed of. And the prevention of sexual health
problems is the basis for
sexual happiness and a
satisfying life. In 2017,
we will put the focus on
orgasm equality
because lots of women – for instance,
30% of sexually
active women in
Germany – don’t
have orgasms on
a regular basis.
You can find out
more about that
using the
hashtag #Orgasmforall.

H E Y E R

multi-sensates, which increases blood
circulation and thus makes the user more
sensitive. The gel also creates alternating
warming, cooling, and tingling sensations.
Apart from that, we are going to launch our
Durex Intense Orgasmic condom this year –
the first condom that really makes sex better
for both partner. It helps women reach an
orgasm, making sex more fun for him and for
her. You can also look forward to new
products in our toy range, hitting the market sometime in the middle of the year.
Durex has been very restrained when it comes to sex
toys, i.e. vibrators and similar products. Where does
that reserve stem from, and will it continue
throughout 2017?
Jürgen Heyer: I can’t really share your opinion. We
have been creating sex toys for several years. Only at
the beginning of last year, we
launched Durex Pleasure Ring,
helping men keep an erection
for a longer time. This product
„DUREX HAS BEEN
has a positive effect on people’s
sexual health, and it makes sex
C R E ATI N G I N N O VATI O N S
more fulfilling for both partners.
Another example is Durex Play
FO R M O R E TH A N 8 0
Delight, which has been
available since 2016 as well.
Y E A R S  W I TH G R E AT
This small mini vibrator is a
guarantor of particularly
S U C C E S S I N TH E C O N D O M
satisfying experiences, creating
C AT E G O RY A S W E L L A S
new stimulation in the users’
sex lives.

TH E L U B R I C A N T A N D
E V E N S E X TOY
C AT E G O R I E S . “
JÜRGEN HEYER

Now, let’s
turn to 2017: What
can the market expect from Durex?
Which new products will you
present this year?
Jürgen Heyer: Durex Intense
Orgasmic Gel has been available
since January 2017. This water-based
gel contains an arousing stimulant and
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How much room for innovation
is there when it comes to
condoms and lubricants, or put
differently: How hard is it to be
successful with new ideas in
these product categories?
Jürgen Heyer: Durex has been
creating innovations for more
than 80 years - with great success in the condom
category as well as the lubricant and even sex toy
categories. We inspire couples to try new things,
share beautiful experiences, thus helping them
achieve a richer, more satisfying sex life. When we
work on new ideas, the main goal is always to identify
the needs and wishes or our customers before they
even express them, and then meet them as best we
can. In order to respond to trends that early, we
conduct market research studies on a regular basis,

I N T E R V I E W

„TH E T R A D I TI O N A L
S U P P LY C H A I N O F F E R S
N OTH I N G B U T
A D VA N TA G E S TO
R E TA I L E R S . “
JÜRGEN HEYER

and our research team carries out
numerous trend analyses on sexual behaviour.
This information provides fuel for our innovation
management and represents the basis for the development of new products. Sex has long since
stopped being a taboo in our society, but there
are still things that can make our sex lives better
and more fulfilling, so that is another important
aspect of our activities.

and distributors for many years. Will you also
stick to this strategy in the future?
Jürgen Heyer: Yes, nothing will change in
that regard. Durex and London are sold via
wholesalers. Our partners in the trade do a
tremendous job. After all, wholesalers do not
just provide retailers with products, but also
with lots of services. This is something that
needs to be appreciated.

Will your new products be accompanied by
large-scale ad campaigns on TV and on the
internet, as was the case in previous years?
Jürgen Heyer: Durex launches ad campaigns in
traditional media such as TV and online every
year, and 2017 will be no exception. But social
media has also become one of our main
priorities. We want to be where our customers
are. Apart from these things, we also rely heavily
on the trade members to introduce the
consumers to our new products. The goal we
pursue with all of these measures is to reach as
many people as possible and tell them about our
latest Durex innovations.

The traditional supply chain in the adult market, i.e. producer to wholesaler to retailer,
continues to crumble. Which advantages
does this supply chain hold for retailers and
consumers?
Jürgen Heyer: The traditional supply chain
offers nothing but advantages to retailers.
They get the products they need quickly and
reliably, and in addition to that, wholesalers
also provide retailers with lots of services, big
and small. You don’t get that very often if you
work directly with producers. There is a
perceived price advantage in that strategy,
but there are also many disadvantages that
clearly outweigh this aspect. Large order
quantities, great capital expenditure, and if
you are working with many smaller producers, there is also the logistics element. If you
look at it objectively and take into account all
the relevant factors, you will find that there
aren’t all that many arguments in favour of
direct supply. Wholesalers bring a lot to the
table, and they can offer anything a retailer
needs to be successful. Therefore, we are
going to stick with our strategy.

What can the trade exepect from Durex in
terms of marketing, advertising, and
promotional materials this year?
Jürgen Heyer: In 2017, there will be appealing
campaigns and promotions on a regular basis,
for instance various special offers, discounts, X
banners for big adult stores, and posters.
Durex has maintained a close and highly
successful collaboration with wholesalers
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FUN really is

the name of the game here.
exclusive

Ne w a t F u n Fa cto ry: Rebekka Sch neider
For four years now, Rebekka Schneider has been working in the adult industry. Recently, she
joined Fun Factory, supporting the Bremen-based company as Sales Representative. Her
key objective will be supporting the trade to further cement Fun Factory’s position as a
leading company in the market. In our EAN interview, Rebekka tells us how she intends to
achieve that goal.

„

Rebekka Schneider
recently joined the
ranks of Fun Factory
as Sales
Representative

Rebekka, please introduce yourself to our
readers. Since when have you been in the
industry, what were you doing before?
Rebekka Schneider: After graduating from
school, I pursued a traditional commercial
career at first, and I cut my teeth in the
retail segment. Nothing spectacular, really.
Actually, my life was pretty boring until I
decided to make my passion my career. I
have been in the adult industry for four
years now, and I couldn’t imagine a
more exciting industry to work in.
You are Fun Factory’s new Sales
Representative. How did you
get this position?
Rebekka: My motivation is
easily explained: I love the
FUN FACTORY vibrators.
The diversity of colours
and shapes, the quality
materials, the
sophisticated technology,
the performance … I
believe in these products,
and so it is really easy for
me to sell them – if you
can convey your
knowledge of, and love for
a product, that’s half the
battle. And when I was
invited for an interview,
that’s when I knew that this
was the job for me; everybody
was so nice, the
communication was so
uncomplicated. Once you meet

the team in person, you understand that FUN
really is the name of the game here.
What is the most exciting thing to you about
this new job? Which ideas, plans, etc. do you
want to implement? Will your previous
experience in the adult market be a big help?
Rebekka: I find it exciting to get up in the
morning knowing that I will spend the day
getting world-class sex toys out there. And
thanks to my four years in the industry, I
already know how to address and engage
customers – trade veterans as well as
newcomers to the world of toys who are not
quite as savvy yet and are only finding their
bearings in the market.
What exactly are your duties as Sales
Representative? How do you support the
trade?
Rebekka: I support the trade in many ways.
For instance, I update and optimise our
product presentations so that when we show
the products to the trade members, they
learn all they need to know about any given
product. I also take orders, helping to ensure
that our trade partners get their products as
quickly as possible. A big part of my work is
supporting the sales teams in the stores by
telling them about new products, answering
their questions, and generally by getting
them excited about our brand. FUN
FACTORY also offers product and sales
training courses for our trade partners so the
sales staff can be confident and motivated
when presenting our products to the
customers. In short, I support our partners in
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„ I F I N D I T E X C I TI N G
T O G E T U P I N TH E
MORNING KNOWING
T H AT I W I L L S P E N D
T H E D AY G E T TI N G
WORLDCLASS SEX
T OY S O U T TH E R E . “
Rebekka Schneider

Rebekka Schneider has
made her passion her
profession

the trade so they can generate more
sales. My goal is to make working with us
more FUN!
Please, tell us more about your visits to retail
stores. What do you do to help the trade
members on-site, and what do they expect
when you come knocking?
Rebekka: First of all, I look around to see
how our products are presented in the store
– where are the toys, what do the shelves
and displays look like, how are our products
presented, how much room is there, and so
on. Then, I and our graphics and sales team
stick our heads together and work our ideas
for optimising the presentation in a feasible
way. Usually, we also get questions about
our products. “You know, yesterday, there
was this woman who wanted to know which
vibrator is suited best for use with her partner
…” Something along those lines. So I try to
help them with information and advice, things
the sales staff can use the next time a
customer wants to know something.
Why is it important to support the retail trade
in this fashion?
Rebekka: The everyday sales life is very
stressful, as I know from personal
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experience. Many retailers have an extensive
knowledge of the products they sell and the
industry in general, but maybe they don’t
have a background in marketing, or maybe
they don’t have enough time or people to
really focus on the presentation of the
products, much less to go into detail and
really internalise every single feature of a new
toy. This is where I come in. I support the
team and they can turn to me whenever they
have a question. And let’s not forget, when
we at FUN FACTORY help our partners, they
can present the brand more effectively in
their stores – so it’s a win-win situation.
Do your activities have a noticeabel effect on
the sales of your retail partners?
Rebekka: Absolutely! Of course, I’m not at
liberty to name numbers, but let’s put it this
way: So far, every retailer has been happy
when I visited their store again.
Would you agree that the trade has been
getting more support from the industry these
past years?
Rebekka: As far as we are concerned –
definitely! Of course, FUN FACTORY has
always been looking for ways to support our
partners in the trade, but these past few
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years, we have systematically expanded our
marketing strategies, offering everything from
easily placed, flexible displays to training sessions
for the sales staff. And we can see that this
commitment pays off for both sides. If you want
to ensure shared growth, there’s no alternative to
this kind of competent, in-depth sales support.
You visit lots of brick and mortar stores. What
is your general impression? How would you
describe the current situation of the brick and
mortar trade?
Rebekka: Well, throughout the past years, people
have opened up a lot when it comes to sexuality.
At the same time, the online trade has seen
tremendous growth, so there are ups and
downs for brick and mortar retailers. However, a
large number of people appreciate the personal
advice and intimate atmosphere of a walk-in store
when they go shopping for sex toys, and that
number seems to be going up again. They
see how important it is to be able to pick up a
product and get an idea of the shape and the
surface texture, to feel the vibration strength of
vibrators and pulsators, to really get an
understanding of the various features. You
can’t get that kind of shopping experience on
the internet.
Are there certain aspects of marketing,
presentation, customer advice, etc. where retailers
have some catching up to do? Is there untapped
potential - or is the trade as a whole already doing
everything it can?
Rebekka: A lot has changed in the adult retail trade
– starting with the visual aspect. Instead of dark,
grimy-looking shops in dark alleys near the central
station, we now have lots of boutique-style adult
stores, many of which are situated in popular and
highly frequented shopping streets. Also, the
product range is no longer geared towards the
classical “lonely male” customer; today, it is
perfectly normal for women and couples of all ages
to visit the local adult store.
Consequently, we are very optimistic about the
future of the adult brick and mortar trade – the
future of modern stores with bright and inviting
interior design; stores that are inviting even to shy
consumers and curious newcomers to the world of
adult products. So, to come back to your question:
No, the adult retail trade has not realised its full
potential yet. But I am doing everything I can to
help the retailers get there!

Rebekka Schneider
supports the trade
members so they
can generate more
sales with Fun
Factory products
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I think the look and price point of COMMAND

is very approachable for a wide audience.
CO M M A N D i s Sir Rich a rd's f irst f o ra y into th e B DSM ma rket

exclusive

What do mountaineering equipment and BDSM products have in
common? A whole lot, says Robert Rheaume, president of Sir
Richard’s: The people who buy these products set great store by
quality, durability, and safety. You don’t want a knot to loosen at
the wrong moment in either situation. Focussing on the
aforementioned criteria, Sir Richard’s developed
COMMAND, a line of BDSM products. Robert tells us
more about the new collection in our EAN interview.

„

Robert
Sir Richard's recently presented a new
Rheaume
collection called COMMAND. What types of
sees lots of
potential in BDSM
products does this collection include?
products for men
Robert Rheaume: The
COMMAND Collection from Sir
Richard’s was created for
serious BDSM enthusiasts. It is
„W E D O N ' T WA N T TO
a line of premium restraints,
made with high-density nylon
D I C TAT E TH E E X P E R I E N C E
and stainless steel rivets that
are extremely strong. The line
O U R C U S TO M E R S A R E
consists of 10 products that
are interchangeable for
G O I N G TO H AV E , W E WA N T
optimum versatility and control.

TO O F F E R O PTI O N S FO R

yet they have a
smooth, soft
surface feel that
won’t scratch the
skin. The metal and
attachment
components are
made with stainless
steel and solid
rivets. These
industrial strength
carabineers paired
with the nylon are
very similar to what
you might see in
the climbing or
Outdoor category.

COMMAND took its inspiration
from mountaineering
TH E M TO E X P LO R E . ”
equipment. How is this
ROBERT RHEAUME
reflected in the products?
Robert Rheaume: This is true.
Many of the premium products
Why does quality
in the premium BDSM sector
play such an important role when it comes to
are made with leather. We wanted to create
restraining gear, and how do you make sure that
something different that was premium and
the customers get the quality they want?
appealed to men, yet was different than what
Robert Rheaume: Well for one, the product
was out there. By using a high-density nylon, the
straps are all incredibly strong, industrial strength,
materials have to be strong enough that they
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The products in the COMMAND
collection can all be combined

you make sure that COMMAND appeals to a wide
audience? Or is this collection designed to appeal only
to men who are already into this fetish type of pleasure?
Robert Rheaume: We feel that there is an audience that
seeks out fetish gear. I think the look and price point of
COMMAND is very approachable for a wide audience.
While some of the items are more advanced, items like
our HEAVY DUTY CUFF or CUFF & COLLAR SET are
more approachable.
How many products are there in the COMMAND line
right now? Are they all different types of restrains, or are
there also products for different uses?
Robert Rheaume: We currently have 10 items in the line
including, cuffs, collars, binders, restraints and one strap
on. We tried to provide a lot of versatility in the line,
covering the basics, but also offering unique
experiences such as suspension and under the
mattress restraints. The entire line offers multiple
restraint experiences, and with the stainless steel D
rings and carbineers they can be easily connected
together for versatility and customisation.
The products in the COMMAND line can be combined
with one another. Should they be seen as a set rather
than stand-alone products?
won’t tear or break while in use. A lot of BDSM and
fetish play is about the ceremony, and typically you will
see that people want to invest in a premium experience
that fits into the role they are playing. Restraint play is
about changing the mindset during the experience, and
the products that are used during this experience play a
role in that. We wanted to offer customers a premium
experience and unique product, and I think we did that
with COMMMAND. The products look cool and just by
feeling the weight of them you can tell the quality of
materials. BDSM play is very tactile and these products
reflect that.
How would you describe the target audience for Sir
Richard's COMMAND line?
Robert Rheaume: COMMAND can be used by anyone,
however as you can see from our packaging and sizing,
they were designed to cater to men who are interested
in exploring BDSM. Some of the products could be
considered for the more advanced BDSM user, such as
the suspension pieces or Body Binder Kit, though the
handcuffs and a few other items are great for the
entry-level user.
Compared with other types of adult items, restraining
gear could be described as a niche product. How will
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During the
development of
COMMAND, quality
was a major priority
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COMMAND is made for
any man who wants to
explore the world of
BDSM

Robert Rheaume: Definitely, they are meant to be
something for everyone and covering men’s
combined if desired. We don't want to dictate the
protection, pleasure and maintenance.
experience our customers
are going to have, we
Even though Sir
want to offer options for
Richard's condoms
them to explore. Many of
have been on the
„ A LOT O F B D S M A N D
the products can easily
market for quite some
be clasped and
time, it is still a young
F E TI S H P L AY I S A B O U T
connected together.
brand when it comes
to non-condom
TH E C E R E M O N Y, A N D
Is the COMMAND line
products. How would
indicative of the direction
you describe the
T Y P I C A L LY YO U W I L L S E E
that Sir Richard's wants
progress the company
TH AT P E O P L E WA N T TO
to take in regards of
has made since being
product categories and
acquired by Diamond
INVEST IN A PREMIUM
branding?
Products?
Robert Rheaume: We
Robert Rheaume: We
E X P E R I E N C E TH AT F I T S
have taken Sir Richard’s
are really proud of the
from a condom
expansion of Sir
I N TO TH E R O L E TH E Y
company to a complete
Richard’s and the
line of premium,
products we have put
A R E P L AY I N G . ”
below-the-belt products
out. Our ELEMENT
ROBERT RHEAUME
for men. We look at Sir
Line of rechargeable
Richard’s as offering
toys for men, has been
really well received and
we now have a full line of consumables to
accompany it. I think the line addresses
multiple facets of men’s sexuality and that
wouldn't have been possible without the
acquisition by Diamond Products.
What are Sir Richard's plans for the European
market? How do you intend to make this the
go-to brand for men?
Robert Rheaume: With the condoms, though
we meet all standards, there are some
restrictions. With our ELEMENT and
COMMAND line, we have much more free
range and are excited to see how the items
are received. The brand is less known in
Europe, because the condoms are not as
widely distributed there, so we are excited to
introduce to Sir Richard’s to the EU market as
a fresh new brand for men.
Will we see further products in the
COMMAND line or another Sir Richard's line
in the upcoming months?
Robert Rheaume: We do have plans to add to
the COMMMAND line. We’ve done so much
with the brand in the past year we are looking
forward to seeing the response, but also
always looking to the future.
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Premature ejaculation is a signiﬁcant psychological

burden on men, their partners, and their relationships.
S te p h e n D e Pretre p resents th e medica l dela y sp ra y Pro mescent

exclusive

Roughly 20% of all men suffer from premature ejaculation.
This can take a toll on people’s self-confidence and on the
joy of sex, and of course, the partner also has to cope
with the situation. Apart from psychological counsel,
there are a number of pharmaceutical aids to help with
this problem – including delay sprays. At first glance,
Promescent falls into this category as well, but what sets it
apart from other delay sprays is its effectiveness, which has
been proven in medical studies. Stephen De Pretre, Vice
President for International Sales and Distribution at
Promescent, presents the product in our EAN
interview and provides further information about the
problem of premature ejaculation.

„

Promescent is a prenis spray used to improve climax control. How does it differ
from other delay spays that are on the market right now?
Stephen De Pretre: Most delay sprays are either based on lidocaine or benzocaine
and Promescent is a lidocaine based product. Lidocaine has been used since the
1940’s to treat Premature Ejaculation (PE) so it’s a very old and well-known active
ingredient. However, existing lidocaine-based sprays have two common problems:

While regular
delay sprays
have a numbing
effect on a larger
area, Promescant
can be used with
much greater
precision
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S T E P H E N

The first problem is that they have weak skin
penetration and short tissue retention. I’m explaining
the mechanism with the picture on the left with the lidocaine being the coloured dots.
Like the red dots in the picture, Lidocaine takes a
long time to penetrate through the stratum corneum,
which is the surface of our skin. This leads to two
unpleasant consequences when used in sexual
events. Firstly, weak skin penetration means that a
longer waiting time is required after a product is
applied. Secondly, the residual Lidocaine could be
transferred to the partner, which results in the partner
losing sensitivity as well as sexual pleasure.
The second problem of the existing spray products is
short tissue retention. The way that local
anaesthetics, such as lidocaine, work to improve
climax control is to diminish the glans’ sensitivity.
However, if lidocaine infiltrates the underlying tissue
where it ends up in the bloodstream, it will move
around with the blood (like the green dots in the
picture). This creates an area with significant loss of
sensitivity, much larger than the area where the
product was applied and loss of sensitivity equals
loss of sexual pleasure. This mechanism is very
similar to how lidocaine behaves when it’s injected by
a dentist. Give it 20 minutes and you lose sensitivity
in a large area of your face. Thus, the best location
for lidocaine is in the dermis/skin where the nerve
endings are located, so that it could reduce sensory
stimulation to prolong ejaculation but maintain the
sensitivity of the surrounding area to maintain
sexual pleasure.
There, the ideal product would allow the lidocaine to
quickly go through the skin’s surface, accurately
targeting the nerve endings, after which the lidocaine
would very slowly be released and broken down by
the body. This is exactly how Promescent works and
how Promescent is different from other delay sprays
on the market.
Promescent only needs to be applied to a coin-sized
area and its patented technology allows the product
to get rapidly absorbed through the skin, after which
it then stops and stays in the skin for a longer period
of time, before being broken down by the body. With
Promescent (blue dots), only a small area is affected
and as lidocaine in the skin doesn’t move laterally,
Promescent ends up having a very local effect with
the surrounding skin unaffected and thus with
normal/unaltered sensitivity. It’s this normal skin
sensitivity that allows people to use a delay spray
without sacrificing their sexual enjoyment.
Nerve proximity coupled with Promescent’s unique
formulation helps users not only to improve their
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„W E H O P E TH AT P E O P L E
C O U L D S TA R T TO S E E
P R E M AT U R E E J A C U L ATI O N
AS A MEDICAL PROBLEM
INSTEAD OF A SIGN OF

D E

P R E T R E

climax control but also to
maintain sexual pleasure.
Promescent and its patented
technology, is the only Delay
Spray in the market, anywhere in
the world, that provides such a
user friendly experience, whilst
maintaining the low side effects
offered by using its only active
ingredient, Lidoncaine.

Could you tell us a bit about
the company behind the
TH E S TI G M A AT TA C H E D TO product? When was
Promescent developed?
P R E M AT U R E E J A C U L ATI O N Stephen: The product was
developed by Dr. Ron Gilbert
COULD EASE.”
who was a well-respected
urologist in California. In his
STEPHEN DE PRETRE
clinic, he saw a lot of patients
suffering from PE and there were
no effective and user-friendly
treatments available to help these people. Back then,
the existing treatments normally either relied on serotonergic antidepressants, which come with a whole
range of strong side effects typically seen in antidepressants, such as nausea, headache, decreased libido, etc. or Delay Sprays whose numbing effects
come with significant loss of sensitivity and take away
too much enjoyment of having sex.
Aiming to provide a better solution for his patients, Dr.
Gilbert, together with a major US university, developed
Promescent. Unfortunately, Dr Gilbert was murdered
in a case of mistaken identity shortly after the product
was launched in 2013. After a period of internal chaos
and turmoil, the company started rapidly expanding in
the U.S. and it has become one of the best selling PE
products in the US with strong support from Urologists, Sexuologists and large Medical Institutions.
Currently, it is selling online from its website
www.promescent.com around the world, as well as in
approximately 20,000 pharmacies and supermarkets
in the US. Due to its low side effects, the product is
not only being used by people who have PE, but also
by other people who just want to last longer and who
want a more successful and meaningful sexual experience. Whilst still growing rapidly in the US, the company also started registering internationally so that Dr.
Gilbert’s dream of providing an effective and user
friendly product is not just a US story but a global one.

LACK OF MANHOOD AND

If we look at the whole male population, how big is
the problem of premature ejaculation? Which
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Promescent is available in two sizes:
the standard version with 60 sprays
and a smaller travel version
with 10 sprays
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lot of psychological studies have shown that
the negative impact on men with PE include
high levels of personal distress, anxiety
connected to sex, more intense feeling of
embarrassment/guilt, fear of failure,
depression, decreased self-esteem and
self-confidence, interpersonal difficulties, low
sexual satisfaction, etc. PE is associated with
higher marital discord and may also prevent
single men from forming new sexual
relationship. Men with PE are as
psychologically distressed and affected as men
with erectile dysfunction though the awareness
of the latter is much higher.
Moreover, not only men with PE are affected, their partners are also suffering. Studies
have shown that the partners of men with PE
tend to have high level of personal distress, low
sexual satisfaction, lower male satisfaction as
well as interpersonal difficulties.
Though PE has been recognised and recorded for over 1500 years and is troubling a
large percentage of men, the awareness of PE
influence does this condition have on the lives
and its associated negative impact on one’s
of the affected persons?
quality of life are still very low. The ignorance
Stephen: The Global Study of Sexual Attitudes
makes people living with PE often feel very
and Behaviors (GSSAB), an international survey
frustrated. As Dr. Gilbert said “I have seen a lot
of over 13,000 men and women aged 40-80
of patients who are very
years reported that early
distressed and frustraejaculation was the most
ted as they feel that
common complaint for
nobody is recognising
men. In this survey, the
„ P R E M AT U R E E J A C U L A
their problems because
prevalence of premature
it is a sexual issue, but it
ejaculation is approximaTI O N I S A V E RY C O M P L E X
is really affecting their
tely 20-30% across all
age groups and in most
I S S U E A N D TH E E TI O LO G Y quality of life.”
regions in the world.
TH AT C A U S E S P R E M AT U R E How many of those
Due to the difficulties
who suffer from PE are
with definitions and
E J A C U L ATI O N R E M A I N S
actually seeking help? Is
sampling as well as
there still a stigma
factors such as cultural,
U N K N O W N U P TO N O W. ”
surrounding this
religious, political
condition and do we
influences, etc., the estiSTEPHEN DE PRETRE
need to create further
mated prevalence of PE
awareness for PE?
varies. However, other
Stephen: There is still a
large-scale surveys in
different countries or regions also support the
very large stigma attached to PE as it really
findings of GSSAB that a large percentage of
hurts men in their manhood as they struggle to
men are suffering from premature/rapid ejacusexually satisfy their partner. This is not
lation. The prevalence of premature ejaculation
something that is easily discussed with friends
is believed to be greater then that off erectile
or family and so a lot of men suffer a lot before
dysfunction.
they seek medical help. Due to this taboo,
PE is a significant psychological burden on
many men chose to deal with this problem
men, their partners, and their relationships. A
quietly and discreetly, which leads them to
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„ I N T H E B AT T L E W I TH P E ,
THE SUPPORT FROM
PA R T N E R S I S V E RY I M 
P O R TA N T A S W E L L A S
THE KNOWLEDGE OF
T R E AT M E N T. ”
STEPHEN DE PRETRE
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various non-clinically-proven “solutions” with little or
zero effectiveness or strong side effects and this
dashes their hopes to find a solution even further,
creating a vicious cycle of despair. On the other hand,
a large-scale survey of over 12,000 subjects shows
that 67% of the men with PE would seek treatment if
their partners suggested it or if they knew of a product to treat it.
In the battle with PE, the support from partners is
very important as well as the knowledge of treatment.
I would stress to anybody who is troubled with PE
that though its not always an easy topic to discuss
with your partner, you are not the only one with this
issue. Rapid/premature ejaculation is a common
problem and it is a medically treatable condition in
most instances.
As PE is such a common problem, the market is
full of various solutions. Many men who are
drowning in frustration caused by PE are
catching at straws as the taboo of PE muddles
their sight in the pool of overwhelming
information. Due to the current stigma surrounding men with premature ejaculation, it is
challenging for people to obtain accurate
information as people are trying to do their
research quietly and discreetly. In our
customer service emails, we get a lot of
people who share their frustrating
experience with bogus solutions and
exercises before they found Promescent.
Promisingly, we have noticed that the
awareness of premature ejaculation is increasing.
We hope that people could start to see premature
ejaculation as a medical problem instead of a sign of
lack of manhood and the stigma attached to
premature ejaculation could ease. The more openly
people could talk about it, the more accurate
information people could have for the treatment. And
the more and better knowledge people have, the less
frustration and risk people have to take.
Hence, we definitely need to continue increasing
the social awareness for premature ejaculation.
Last summer, a study by Dr. Kristen Mark and Dr. Ian
Kerner that looked into the effectiveness of
Promescent was published in Nature Magazine.
What did they find out about your product?
Stephen: The study made by Dr. Kristen and Dr.
Kerner aimed to evaluate the effect of Promescent on
the experience of orgasm, ejaculatory latency time
and quality of sexual experience. Moreover, the study
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„ P R O M E S C E N T TA R G E T S

has also assessed the ease of application of
Promescent and the extent to which Promescent impacted the sexual experience.
After a study involving almost 200 participants,
the study concluded that the use of Promescent has significant positive effects on
estimated ejaculatory latency time, self and
perceived partner experience of orgasm and
quality of sexual experience. With the help of
Promescent, the average ejaculatory latency
was increased from 6.8 minutes to 11.2
minutes. The percentage of both members of
the couple having orgasm was increased by
50% with Promescent. Also, the product was
reported as easy to use and did not interrupt
the sexual experience.
More interestingly, the study has found that

ejaculation problem but also anyone who
wants to prolong the time to ejaculation.
Premature ejaculation is a very complex issue
and the etiology that causes premature
ejaculation remains unknown up to now. For
many years, premature ejaculation was
believed to be a psychological or personal
issue, treated with psychotherapy and/or
behavioural modification. Only more recently,
drug therapy has become the initial treatment
modality by clinicians.
As the reason why premature ejaculation occurs
remains unclear, current drug therapies for treatment
for premature ejaculation, including both
antidepressant and local anaesthetics were
“discovered by accident”, same as with the
development of Viagra. Though a medicine
discovered through serendipity is not necessarily less
effective than the one developed by careful design.
Lack of knowledge over the etiology makes it
impossible to identify which group response better to
the product. Moreover, though the initial treatment for
premature ejaculation has been changed to drug
therapy, psychological issue plays an important role in
some cases. For some people, neither the drug
therapy nor the psychological treatment could do the
magic alone but it requires the combination.
Therefore, as we state on our packaging “if this
product used as directed does not provide relief,
discontinue use and consult a doctor” but the cases
where modern treatment is ineffective are rare.

not only was the quality of sexual experience
much better on days when Promescent was
used but also, the sexual experience got better
when Promescent was used over a longer
period of time. This is believed because a
personalised, optimised solution such as
applying area, waiting time, number of sprays,
etc. is developed as men become more familiar
with using the product.
Therefore, Dr. Kristen and Dr. Kerner concluded in this study that Promescent is effective in increasing the time to ejaculation and
the overall quality of the sexual experience.

Is Promescent free to be sold in the EU? Is a
doctor's prescription needed?
Stephen: Lidocaine-based delay sprays are not
allowed to be sold outside pharmacies in
Europe. The classification can change a bit
from country to country in Europe, but in most
countries Promescent is expected to be an
over-the-counter product.

TH E G E N E R A L
P O P U L AT I O N N OT O N LY
FOR MEN WITH A
P R E M AT U R E E J A C U L ATI O N
P R O B L E M B U T A L S O FO R
A N YO N E W H O WA N T S TO
P R O LO N G T H E T I M E TO
E J A C U L AT I O N . ”
STEPHEN DE PRETRE

There are many products and also other
techniques for lasting longer in bed. Do you
recommend Promescent as a product for
every man or is there a more specific
target audience?
Stephen: Promescent targets the general
population not only men with a premature
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Right now, Promescent can’t be bought in
Europe. Are you planning on expanding your
network here?
Stephen: At this stage, we are not selling
Promescent in Europe as we are still in the
process of obtaining the approval from the
European Medicines Agency. However, if
people wish to try this product now, they
could buy the product from our US website
www.promescent.com. It normally
takes 4-6 working days for the product
to arrive.
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Even though Promescent is a pharmaceutical
product, are you working with adult retailers? What
would such a cooperation look like?
Stephen: As mentioned before, Promescent is not
only to help people who have premature
ejaculation but also for anyone who wants a more
successful and meaningful sexual experience. This
is to say that Promescent, though with the nature
of being a medicine, has another aspect as a
lifestyle product.
Naturally, a so called “orgasm gap” exists,
which is the time difference to reach orgasm
between men and women. So apart from bringing
relief for people who are struggling with rapid
ejaculation, Promescent can also be used to bridge
the orgasm gap so that the percentage of orgasm
for women could be increased. So even though
mainly men buy the product, the key beneficiaries
are women. In the US, the product is classified as
a GSL product, meaning it can be sold everywhere
and in any point of sales going from convenience
stores to supermarkets and of course pharmacies,
we are working a lot with erotic retailers, focusing
on the lifestyle impact of this product.
But in Europe, we will only be allowed to sell in
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Pharmacies and so our cooperation with erotic
retailers in Europe will be limited to affiliate
programmes where the product is legally sold in
the US and shipped to Europe for personal use, as
a lidocaine based delay spray is not allowed to be
sold on the shelves of an erotic retailer in Europe.
Are there different versions or sizes of Promescent
and how expensive are they?
Stephen: We have two different versions, a
trial/travel bottle with ten sprays, which we sell for
USD 19.95 and a Standard bottle with 60 sprays
which we sell for USD 79.95. The average person
requires around 2-4 sprays, so the per session
cost for Promescent is lower than the cost of a cup
of Starbucks. Most men will spend a lot more
money on their partner before they get
themselves in a position where they can use
Promescent. We also sell a number of bundles
where people can buy a package of products so
the per session cost goes down even further.
Promescent is a lot more expensive compared to
other delay spray in the market but whilst these other sprays are cheaper to buy, the price you pay in
loss of feeling and sensitive is quite high.
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Brands make the

trade into something special.

E A N a n d J e lle Pla ntenga discuss th e imp a ct o f bra nds in th e a dult ma rket

exclusive

People will be debating the importance and impact of brands in the adult market for a long
time to come, it seems. The opinions on this topic are about as diverse as the product range
in the market. Jelle Plantenga, founder and mastermind of Velv’Or, feels that, yes, there are
brands in the adult market, and that, yes, they are important for the industry. In our EAN
interview, he explains the rationale behind this opinion.

„

Let’s start with the toughest questions: Are
there real brands in the adult market or not?
Jelle Plantenga: If I answer No, I would say that
Velv’Or is not a brand and this is of course not
the case. I fully believe that there are brands in
the adult market. The more important question
for me is if the name adult market is the correct
title for the market? Personally, I believe this name
only puts a taboo on the market and the brands,
which makes it hard for all these brands to
generate consumer interest. As we all know,
there only is a very small number of consumerorientated magazines that write about our
brands. But back to why I think there are brands:
The brands we have in the market nowadays are
all created like regular brands, with their own
unique logos, word combinations, websites,
social media profiles, and specific target groups.
Elements/corporate identities that brands in all
types of industries have in common. Generally
speaking, everything that has a logo and name
attached to it and has its own identity is part of a
brand.

Jelle Plantenga, the mastermind
behind Velv'Or, is certain the impact
of brands in the adult market will
continue to increase

What leads you to this conclusion?
Jelle: The fact that I see Velv’Or as a real brand
has to do with the fact that it has many fans from
all over the globe. Nike for instance also has fans
and these fans make the brand even more a
brand and help it stand out from all others around
it.
Maybe we should clarify what constitutes a
brand. What is necessary for a collection of
products to really become a brand?
Jelle: Firstly, there is the identity that comes along
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with a collection of products. But there is also the
whole lifestyle surrounding the brand, created by
the company behind the brand but also by the
fans. The fans really make the brand what it is.
The company behind the brand can only support
this and generate brand awareness. Social media
is a very important platform for generating this
kind of brand awareness because people
nowadays love to be connected with the
brands they love.
Why are we still discussing the existence or
non-existence of brands in the adult industry
when they seem to be ubiquitous in most
other markets?
Jelle: I don’t think we have to have a discussion
like this. People who believe that the brands in
the adult industry are not brands yet show a lack
of understanding about what constitutes a brand.
It shows a lack of general knowledge and a lack
of real interest in the market. Building a brand,
regardless to the type of industry, is not a piece of
cake; it is a really tough job, especially in a market
that is surrounded by a taboo atmosphere.
Some people argue that, while there are brands
in the adult market, those are usually b2b brands
whose recognition value is limited to a small
number of market players. Do the proponents
of this argument have a point?
Jelle: I understand this point because there are
some brands in our industry that only target the
b2b market. These brands are created just for the
b2b and not for the end consumer. They are still
brands, just with a different philosophy. Velv’Or,
LELO, Rianne S, B Swish and so on are all
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created to make people happy and not to make
businesses happy.
A brand doesn’t captivate the consumers‘ attention all
on its own. Are brands in the adult market having a
harder time because things like advertising or presentation in the social media are more complicated when it
comes to sex-related topics? Or is it just a matter of
insufficient marketing budgets?
Jelle: Well, it all depends on the budgets the brands
have. Take Durex for instance, or LELO - they have
huge marketing budgets and are able to get into
mainstream magazines just because they can afford
ads for a couple of thousands of euros. Small brands
like mine use social media which works if you use the
correct words. Placing ads on social media is still not
easy, but that is something that will change very soon.

P L A N T E N G A

about their experiences. I sold thousands of products
and know for 100% that the majority of the men
wearing or using them love them, but there are only a
few of them who will share a review. Luckily, this is
changing. Right now, I have fans who send weekly texts
for me to post on the World of Velv’Or. Just because
they love the brand and feel happy being in contact with
me. There are also many who send drawings of
products they would like to see on the market. Products
they have created in their minds after wearing
Velv’Or's products.
Why are brands even important for the trade?
Jelle: Brands make the trade into something special.

Traditional producers and private labels established by
distributors, wholesalers, and retailers churn out new
products every day, and many of them are not that
different. Does that create confusion among the
consumers?
Jelle: No, it doesn’t. As consumers, we know this is a
common thing in the market, regardless of the which
segment of the market we are talking about. As we all
know, there is only a very small number of brands in the
market that really make the difference and stand out
from the rest.

Seeing as the prices of brand products can easily be
compared on the internet, many brick and mortar
retailers feel that brands are a tricky subject because
there will always be someone online who sells them at a
lower price. Which would be an argument for focussing
more on no-name products or private labels. Is there a
flaw in this way of thinking?
Jelle: I think this is bullshit. We all buy a branded phone,
computer, car, etc. and all go for the bargain, so it is
logical this is also happening in the adult industry.
Consumers just sometimes like to pay less. But the
majority still prefer good quality and will turn to people
ho understand the products and are able to sell them
for the RRPs.

You have been working hard to establish Velv’Or as a
brand in the consumers‘ mind. What are the
experiences you’ve made along the way? What are
the biggest hurdles that need to be overcome?
Jelle: Yes, I have and I still love every step of the road.
The biggest hurdle is the fact that people rarely dare talk

How will the brand situation develop in the adult
market throughout the next few years?
Jelle: It will only become stronger. Brands always
remain strong on the market due to the
amazing and devoted people who stand
behind the brands.
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Our competitors’ ergonomic design is too

aggressive for people who haven’t tried sex toys before.
exclusive

L o v e n u ts takes discretio n to a new level

Donald Hsu, the founder of
Taiwanese company TurnMeOn, feels that the adult
market is making a big mistake: 56% of women don’t
own a sex toy yet, and the
user experience and level of
discretion that most products
in the market offer will not be
enough to win that group over.
That’s why TurnMeOn came
up with the idea for LoveNuts.
It combines a perfectly innocuous shape with well-thought
out technology on the inside.
Oh, and you can use it as a
flashlight. Donald tells us
more about the product and
his plans for the European
market in our EAN interview.

our product is a vibrator merged with a
flashlight in the shape of a stylized nut. Would
that be an accurate description of LoveNuts?
Donald Hsu: LoveNuts is a quirky sex toy and
flashlight that’s ready to help you in ANY kind
of emergency. The flashlight works as a disguise so that it only becomes a vibrator when
you “unlock” it with your phone via Bluetooth.

„

Is the flashlight the only feature that differs from
other vibrators?

Donald Hsu,
founder of TurnMeOn
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Donald Hsu: No, LoveNuts is:
• Interactive: While most sex toys only
provide basic stimulation, Lovenuts
gives users a variety of vibration modes
plus AR roleplay video calls that let
users enjoy themselves alone or with
their partner, and satisfy a broad range
of sexual play.
• Fun: Most vibrators are limited to
vibrating. Sex is as personal as your
fashion style. Lovenuts features various
modes that simulate different
playful scenarios.
• Private: Most stealth sex toys are easily
unmasked. Lovenuts looks like a night
light on your table and a calendar app
on your smartphone. It hides its true
identity. Only you know how to unlock it
and use it as a smart vibrator.
Today’s society is becoming more open towards sex toys. Why are you designing a product that puts so much focus on discretion?
Donald Hsu: While people are more open than
ever, there are still only 44% of women aged 18
to 60 using sex toys. Based on our market research, 80% of women care about privacy. We
believe that the other 56% of women may be
willing to try sex toys if we can improve the
user experience. That’s why we’re so focused
on discretion and interaction for more fun
and privacy.
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Ergonomic design is an important
aspect when it comes to sex toys. Why did
you pick the nut shape?
Donald Hsu: Our competitors’ ergonomic design is
too aggressive for people who haven’t tried sex toys
before. We believe our nut design provides a warm
and natural user experience.
Can the App that comes with your product also be
used for other purposes than unlocking the toy, like
choosing different vibration modes?
Donald Hsu: Yes, of course. Our app lets the user
select from different modes with a very cute animation, like car mode, washing machine mode, and
squirrel mode. Most importantly, the user can create
their own vibration modes.
Security is a hot topic when it comes to app controlled sex toys. How will you protect the privacy of your
users in this regard?
Donald Hsu: LoveNuts can only be activated by our
app when the user “unlocks” it via Bluetooth. We also
use strong encryption in the Bluetooth connection
and between the app and our servers to protect our
users’ privacy.
Could you tell us a bit more about the team and the
company behind the project? Do you have previous
experience designing sex toys?
Donald Hsu: Our team has 10 people now. We have
a product team that includes an electrical engineer,
firmware engineer, software engineer, industrial designer, and UX designer. They all have vast experience
developing products from concept to mass production. The majority of the team came from HTC,
the famous mobile phone and VR company in Taiwan.

„BASED ON OUR MARKET
RESEARCH, 80% OF
WOMEN CARE ABOUT
P R I VA C Y. “

product and user experience
because of our background in
the mobile industry. We also
draw confidence from our story,
technology, quality, and vision.
Our biggest challenge is cultural.
We will have many tests and
look for partners to help us in
different countries.

DONALD HSU
Your company is based in Taiwan. Would you say you developed your product specifically for
your home market?
Donald Hsu: No, we designed and developed our
product for all people who care about privacy and
fun. Our vision is to enable people to enjoy life in a
variety of ways.
Lovenut is still in development right now. When can
we expect to see the finished product? What will be
the next steps for you?
Donald Hsu: Lovenuts will go into mass production
very soon; we aim to launch it in 2017 Q1. In order to
create the best-possible product, we’re investing a lot
of time to make sure that we meet the market’s
needs based on our research.
What price will Lovenut retail at once it is available?
Donald Hsu: We want LoveNuts to be priced
reasonably for people who care about privacy and
style. The MSRP might be around 149 (EUR).

As a young company in the market for adult products, what would you say were the biggest challenges you had to overcome?
Donald Hsu: We believe that we
can offer a high-quality
LoveNuts is a sex toy and
flashlight at the same time
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„

Dominique Lecapre is looking
for challenges because, as he
puts it, challenges are necessary if you want to grow and
improve. Occasionally, he
even walks on burning coals
to conquer his fears, mustering enough willpower not to
burn himself. But there is lots
more to learn about the cofounder and head of SenseMax, and that’s where our
Monthly Mayhem comes in.

When will we see the breakthrough of VR in
our daily lives?
Dominique Lecapre: I do not think we will see
VR everywhere in our daily lives but I think that
some industries will benefit from the technology
more than others and that the people working
in these industries will have a more daily use of
VR.
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What was the biggest step in your career?
Dominique Lecapre: I got fired once and that was
the best thing that happened to me. People usually feel content in their comfort zone but to grow
you need to challenge yourself.

What was your childhood ambition?
Dominique Lecapre: I wanted to become a
lawyer.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Dominique Lecapre: I hope to have an organisation that does not require my presence for the
daily operations so that I can focus more on my
personal growth and helping the people I care
about.

How did you get into the love toy industry?
Dominique Lecapre: That was pure coincidence. I knew some people who had the idea
of starting a revolution in this industry and I was
simply there at the right time. My background
is in sales, marketing, and technology. They
wanted help and I needed a job.

How do you envisage the future of the love toy industry?
Dominique Lecapre: I think that the industry will
go through some changes. Right now, it is too
crowded and it is getting harder to do real business. New business models need to emerge in
order to have a competitive advantage.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you
be doing now?
Dominique Lecapre: I would probably be working as a management consultant using technology to give clients a competitive edge.

What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Dominique Lecapre: A perfect working day is
when, at the end of the day, I look at my list of
goals for that specific day and I realise that
everything is accomplished.
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Dominique Lecapre
Que s t ions & A nsw e r s

How do you relax after work?
Dominique Lecapre: The best thing is to be with my
family. Sharing various experiences with my kids and
wife around the dinner table is something I value greatly.

Dominique Lecapre: I would like to take my family and
go to see “Despicable Me 3”, but I will have to wait until
it is released. Just when seeing the trailer, I can’t stop
laughing.

Who would you consider your role model and why?
Dominique Lecapre: I am a big fan of personal
development. In this field, the person I really admire is
Anthony Robbins. His teaching put me on the path of
constant self-improvement - and he is himself a master
of self-discipline.

You have a month’s holiday. Where would you go?
Dominique Lecapre: I will certainly go and visit my
relatives in the Caribbean. I was born on a small island
called Guadeloupe.

Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Dominique Lecapre: No doubt. The lucky winner is
my wife.

“ D O N OT L E T TH E
C I R C U M S TA N C E S

Which personal success are you proud of?
Dominique Lecapre: Walk on fire. This is something that
I do sometimes and every time I do it I have to master
my fear and allow my will-power be grow strong
enough to not burn myself.
What do you particularly like about yourself?
Dominique Lecapre: I am a person who can listen to
others and give them 100% of my attention. This is a
quality that is disappearing.
Which vice could you never forgive?
Dominique Lecapre: Something where people get hurt.
Something like pedophilia.
What song do you sing in the shower?
Dominique Lecapre: It depends on my mood but I like
jazz.
Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Dominique Lecapre: My mother-in-law.

C O N T R O L YO U R L I F E .
BE IN CHARGE INSTEAD.”
DOMINIQUE LECAPRE

Which three things would you
take with you to a deserted
island?
Dominique Lecapre: It all depends
on what kind of deserted island
we are talking about and the
climate we will have there. I would
prefer a warm and sunny place.
Maybe some hunting and fishing
accessories would be nice to
have. I can also imagine myself
with a solar generator and a few
accessories to make life more
convenient.

If you could swap lives with somebody for a day, who
would it be?
Dominique Lecapre: Why not try to be former US
president Barack Obama for a short while. I am
sure I will end the day with a lot of new
valuable knowledge.
Is there anything you would never do again?
Dominique Lecapre: I was once sitting at the rear of a
motorcycle and the driver was going at over 200 km/h.
That was stupid.
Do you have some good advice you want to share with
our readers?
Dominique Lecapre: Do not let the circumstances
control your life. Be in charge instead.

With whom would you like to go to the cinema and
what film would you watch?
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